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Abstract

Continuously increasing demand for Earth observation in atmospheric research, disaster

monitoring, and intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) has been met by

responsive architectures such as unmanned aerial systems (UAS) or artificial satellites.

Space-based architectures can provide non-dominated design solutions on the utility-cost

curve compared to alternate architectures through the use of two approaches: (1) reducing

satellite manufacturing and launch costs and (2) introducing reconfigurability to the satellite

constellations. Reconfigurable constellations (ReCons) enable fast responses to access targets

of interest while providing global monitoring capability from space. The wide-area coverage

and fast responses provided ReCon can complement high-resolution imagery provided by

UAS. A newly proposed ReCon framework improves the model fidelity of previous

approaches by utilizing Satellite Tool Kit (STK) simulations and Earth observation mission

databases.

This thesis investigates the design and optimization of ReCon in low Earth orbits. A multi-

disciplinary simulation model is developed, to which optimization techniques are applied for

both single-objective and multi-objective problems. In addition to the optimized baseline

ReCon design, its variants are also considered as case studies. Future work will potentially

co-optimize ReCon and UAS-like systems.
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Definitions

Model

A model is a mathematical construct that has the ability to predict the behavior of a real

system under a set of defined operating conditions and simplifying assumptions.

Forward Problem

A forward problem is a model that relates a design vector to a scalar objective or an objective

vector.

Figure of Merit

A figure of merit is a quantity that characterizes the performance of a design solution.

Penalty

A penalty is a "handicap" added to the figure(s) of merit, and its proportional to the

magnitude of a given constraint violation. The penalty accounts for the fact that the

performance of a design solution exceeding the constraint boundaries are either undesirable

or difficult to predict with the given forward problem.

Objective

An objective is a quantity that an optimizer tries to minimize or maximize. The term "fitness"

is used interchangeably here. An objective is obtained from a fitness function that is a

summation of the scaled/weighted figure(s) of merit and the penalty.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Earth observation, also called Earth remote sensing, has made it possible to collect

information about objects or areas which are inaccessible or dangerous without direct

contacts with them [1, 2] by means of active or passive sensors operating in various

wavelengths of the electromagnetic spectrum. Continuously increasing demand for Earth

observation in atmospheric research, disaster monitoring, and intelligence, surveillance and

reconnaissance (ISR) can be met by responsive architectures such as unmanned aerial

systems (UASs) or artificial satellites. The two architectures, air-based and space-based, have

distinguishing characteristics in terms of access and imagery, so they have the potential to

complement each other. This thesis focuses on optimization of the space-based architecture,

by means of a reconfigurable constellation (ReCon) where satellites can change their orbital

characteristics to adjust global and regional observation performance. The framework and

conclusions will form one building block of a greater study in future, namely co-optimization

of space-based architecture and air-based architecture.

1.1 Background and Motivation

Compared to the capability of UAS to continuously acquire high resolution imagery, satellite

constellations can provide the following advantages [3].

1) Wide global coverage: A satellite in low Earth orbit (LEO) completes an orbit around

the Earth on the order of hours and within several days a constellation of satellites
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can cover the entire portion of the Earth's surface whose latitude is less than or equal

to the orbit inclination.

2) Frequent regional access: If a satellite has repeating ground tracks (RGT), it

repeatedly follows paths stationary relative to the Earth, drastically increasing

coverage over a specific location. Although the coverage is not continuous, the

duration of regular accesses can be readily extended as long as weeks or months,

which would demand considerable overhead for UAS due to survivability issues,

frequent mission handovers, and finiteness of on-board consumables such as fuel.

These dual objectives of global coverage and targeted coverage can be met by a single

system by introducing reconfigurability to satellite constellations, leading to the concept of a

reconfigurable constellation (ReCon). Wide global coverage is obtained when satellites are

in non-repeating ground track (NRGT) orbits in the global observation mode (GOM);

frequent regional access is obtained when satellites are in repeating ground track (RGT)

orbits in the regional observation mode (ROM). The ground tracks of two modes are

depicted Figure 1-1, which was generated using Satellite Tool Kit (STK) [4]. For an orbit

with 28.50 inclination, a 482 km altitude achieves a "15/1" RGT where a satellite orbits

around the Earth 15 times a day, visiting anywhere along its path at least once a day, as

shown Figure 1-1(b). If the altitude is deviated from the baseline RGT, ground tracks are

evenly spread out to cover the latitude band between 28.5'N and 28.5*S, as shown Figure 1-

1(a). Satellites can change altitudes efficiently by the Hohmann transfer and can change

planes naturally by orbital precession.

(a) Non-repeating ground track (b) 15/1 Repeating Ground Track

Figure 1-1: Paths of Non-repeating Ground Track and Repeating Ground
Track of a Satellite Propagated over One Week [4]
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There are several Earth observation constellations currently deployed on orbit. Figure 1-2

illustrates NASA's A-Train that observes the atmosphere and surface of Earth [5]; it name

comes from the fact that these satellites crosses the equator around 1:30 in the "afternoon"

local time. They observe the same location at same time in different spectra to create synergic

effects, but their responsiveness to unexpected events is still limited because of fixed orbital

elements. In other words, the satellites in a "static" constellation can only follow the path

defined by physics and cannot promptly access targets away from their paths. They don't

have enough propellant to do many frequent maneuvers because reconfigurability was not

considered in the design phase. Therefore, this thesis aims at increasing the responsiveness of

Earth observation constellations by introducing reconfigurability.

G-,ICO0M W V1

Aqua e
CloudSat

CAL LIPSO IM -4 minl .2 minl

1 7.5 sec

PARA SO L

Aura

Figure 1-2: NASA A-Train [5]
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1.2 Objective and Approach

The problem of ReCon design is well-suited for multidisciplinary system design optimization

(MSDO) due to the following reasons.

1) Duality of the concept of operations: The ReCon is designed to reconfigure, or

"toggle" between GOM and ROM, so its performance must be balanced between the

two modes.

2) Multidisciplinary nature of satellite engineering: Spacecraft subsystems are highly

coupled with each other as well as space environments in which the spacecraft is

operating.

Therefore, the objective of this thesis can be formulated as:

To (1) minimize reconfigurable satellite constellation (ReCon) revisit time in

both global observation and regional observation modes at given locations

on the Earth, (2) minimize total system mass, and (3) minimize

reconfiguration time by systematically changing orbit geometry design

variables and satellite design variables using MSDO techniques while

satisfying given resolution requirements for a given lifetime.

The ReCon design problem consists of two fundamental questions:

* What should a ReCon geometry be? Specifically, what are the optimal baseline RGT

altitude, altitude deviation, the number of orbit planes, and the number of satellites

per plane?

* What is the satellite design that can achieve the mission objectives in a given ReCon

configuration? What is the satellite mass allocation in relation to the optical payload,

satellite bus, and propellant?
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To answer these questions, this research aims to find optimal ReCon designs in terms of

both constellation and satellite design. First, a high-fidelity model was constructed using

MATLAB [6] and STK. Then a Design of Experiment (DoE) was performed to gain insight

into the design space. This knowledge obtained from initial exploration was then used as a

first guess in optimization algorithms to find optimal ReCon designs.

1.3 Thesis Outline

In order to address the ReCon design optimization problem, this thesis follows the steps

illustrated in Figure 1-3.

1. Introduction Earth Observation Missions

2. Literature Review Orbits Constellations Current Missions

3. New ReCon Framework Modeling and Integration

4. ReCon Optimization s igle-objective Multiobjective

5. Cae StdiesModified-Walker Sun-Synchronous Small Satellite
5. Case Studies Pattern Constellation implementation

6. Conclusions Findings and Recommendations

Figure 1-3: Thesis Roadmap

Chapter 2 provides the theoretical background of satellite orbits and constellations as well

as classification of currently deployed satellite constellations. Through this, the relationship

between the user requirements and the resulting constellation design can be identified. Also,

previous research on reconfigurable constellations is revisited.

Chapter 3 describes the modeling of the ReCon problem, which is formulated as an

MSDO problem. Both the satellite design and the constellation geometry are considered in
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the design space, and they are evaluated with respect to coverage, revisit time,

reconfiguration time, and launch mass.

Chapter 4 applies various optimization techniques to this ReCon framework in order to

find optimal ReCon designs. Both single-objective and multi-objective cases are considered.

Chapter 5 focuses on case studies including the further tuning of optimal designs and

implementation with small satellites.

Finally, Chapter 6 concludes with the key findings, and recommendations are made to

further refine the ReCon model.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

In this chapter, fundamentals of orbital mechanics are first revisited and various designs of

satellite constellations are presented along with their nomenclatures and characteristics. In

light of this background, examples of currently deployed satellite constellations are

discussed. Finally, research on reconfigurable satellite constellations is discussed.

2.1 Satellite Orbits

This section discusses the basic definitions of satellite orbits, especially in terms of classic

orbital elements of Kepler orbits. A Kepler orbit can be any conic-section such as an ellipse,

parabola, or hyperbola, among which an elliptical (or circular) orbit is of interest for Earth

Observation missions. In this ReCon framework, the GOM orbit is assumed to be circular,

which is a special case of an ellipse whose eccentricity is zero; the ROM orbit can be either

circular or elliptical. In particular, the ROM orbit exploits the characteristics of repeating

ground tracks, so their derivation is provided. Lastly, Sun-synchronous orbits are discussed,

which are frequently utilized in Earth observation missions.

2.1.1 Kepler Orbits

A Kepler orbit is most widely used to describe the motion of an orbiting body. In this case,

the orbiting object is a satellite that follows an elliptical orbit around the Earth. The motion of

a satellite is confined in a two-dimensional orbit plane in three-dimensional space [7]. To

describe this geometry, the Kepler orbit is specified by six orbit elements: semi-major axis

(a), eccentricity (e), inclination (i), right ascension of the ascending node (92), argument of
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perigee (co), and true anomaly (v). These elements specify orbit size and shape (semi-major

axis and eccentricity), the orientation of orbit plane (inclination, right ascension of the

ascending node, and argument of perigee), and the position of the satellite within the orbit

plane (true anomaly). Figure 2-1 illustrates a planar view of an elliptical orbit with relevant

parameters [7, 8, 9]. Table 2.1 explains the definitions of these parameters and the

relationship amongst them in more detail [10].

Orbit Above
Plane of Paper 0 fpa

Orbit Below
Plane of Paper n Andina ....

ra = a(1 + e) rp = a(1 - e)

Figure 2-1: Elliptical Orbit Size and Shape Parameters [8, 9]

Table 2.1: Elliptical Orbit Geometry Parameters [10]

Symbol Definition Relationship

One half of the major axis which is the
Semi-major axis A longest diameter through the geometric a = (ra +

center and the two foci
One half of the minor axis which is the

Semi-minor axis B diameter through the geometric center b = a 1 - e2

perpendicular to the semi-major axis

Linear eccentricity C Distance between the geometric center c = ae
and one of the two foci

Eccentricity E A measure of orbital deviation from a b2
perfect circle e=2
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Semi-latus rectum P A half of latus rectum which is a chord p = a 1 - e2
perpendicular to one of the two foci

Focal parameter L Distance from one of the two foci to its = p/e
nearest directrix (not shown in figure)

Perigee distance rp Distance from perigee to the Earth's r, = a(1 - e)
center of mass

Apogee distance ra Distance from apogee to the Earth's ra = a(1 + e)
center of mass

Perigee height hp Distance from perigee to the Earth's hp = r, -RE
surface

Apogee height ha Distance from apogee to the Earth's ha = ra -RE
surface

When a satellite is in an elliptical orbit, the Earth occupies one of its two foci and the

other focus is left empty. If the geometric center of the ellipse is set to be the origin, then the

(x, y) coordinates of any point on the orbit satisfy:

-+ = 1
a2 2 (2.1)

The equation above is derived from the mathematical definition of an ellipse - that the

sum of distances from the two foci, located at (-c, 0) and (c, 0), is constant at any point on the

elliptic path:

(x + c) 2 + y 2 + r(x - c) 2 + y2 = 2a (2.2)

Instead of Cartesian coordinates with an origin at the center of the ellipse, we can also

use polar coordinates with an origin at the Earth when the parametric equation of the elliptic

path becomes

r = p
1+e cos v

(2.3)

where the radial distance r is measured from the Earth center to the satellite and the true

anomaly v is measured from the perigee in radians. Also of importance in the maneuver

analysis is the flight path angle, <pfpa, defined as the angle between the velocity vector

tangential to the elliptic path and the line perpendicular to the radius vector.
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Because the true anomaly is usually difficult to calculate, the mean anomaly is often used

as an equivalent counterpart in the corresponding circular orbit, as illustrated in Figure 2-2 [9,

11].

Satellite
'Mean" Satellite

Perigee

Figure 2-2: Anomalies in Kepler Orbit [9, 11]

The mean anomaly is easier to deal with because it increases linearly with time.

Therefore, given the initial value and the rate of change, the mean anomaly at any time can

be readily calculated as in Equation (2.4).

M = Mo + n(t - to) (2.4)

where Mo is the mean anomaly at time to (epoch) and n is the mean angular rate or the mean

motion measured in rad/s given by Equation (2.5).

n = yE3 (2.5)

In Equation (2.5), PE GmE is the Earth's gravitational constant and has a value of pE =

398,600km3/s2 . The mean anomaly, M, is then converted to an intermediate variable, the

eccentric anomaly, E, which is again converted to the true anomaly, v.
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First, the mean anomaly () is related to the eccentric anomaly (E) by Kepler's equation:

M = E - esinE (2.6)

The eccentric anomaly (E) obtained from above is then related to the true anomaly (v) by

Gauss' equation in Equation (2.7).

tan = -tan (2.7)
2 1_-e 2

Note that Kepler's equation in Equation (2.6) is transcendental and can only be solved

numerically. Feinstein and McLaughlin (2006) discuss a variety of historical or modern

numerical methods [11]. Also, it is noteworthy that the flight path angle can be related to the

eccentric anomaly by Equation (2.8) [8]. The function atan2 refers to the inverse tangent

which accounts for which quadrant a coordinate (x, y) lies in [13].

Orpa = atan2(cos~fpa,sin~fpa) = cos-1(-)

e sinEsinfpa = 1 2COS 2 E

COv~fpa -v1-Po
2  (2.8)

Hitherto, discussion was confined to two-dimensional space of the orbit plane, and only

the size and shape of the elliptic orbit was specified by semi-major axis and eccentricity. In

order to define the orbit orientation in three-dimensional space, rising ascension of the

ascending node (RAAN), inclination, and argument of perigee, are required as illustrated in

Figure 2-3 [14]. The intersection of the orbit plane and the equatorial plane is called the line

of nodes (see Figure 2-1) and its relative angle from the vernal equinox or first point of Aries

is defined as RAAN, 0. The inclination, i, is the angle between the orbit plane and the

equatorial plane, and the argument of perigee, co, is the angular distance of the perigee from

the line of nodes along the orbit plane.
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Orbital Plane

Figure 2-3: Elliptic Orbit Orientation Parameters [14]

2.1.2 Repeating Ground Track (RGT) Orbits

A satellite ground track is the path on the surface of the Earth directly below the satellite

[15]; alternatively, it can be understood as the projection of the satellite's orbit onto the

Earth's surface obtained by connecting all points of the orbit with the center of the Earth. As

the satellite moves along the orbit, the corresponding point on the surface of the Earth also

moves along its ground track.

Of special interest in the ReCon is a repeating round track (RGT), where the ground track

of a satellite repeats exactly after one complete orbit around the Earth. This repeating pattern

allows a satellite to frequently visit any targets along the ground track on a regular basis, as

illustrated in Figure 1-1. RGT orbits can be achieved by matching the nodal period of a

satellite (Ts) and the nodal period of Greenwich (TG) to a ratio of two integers as in Equation

(2.9) [16]. That is, a satellite in an RGT orbit with a RGT ratio equal to Np/ND orbit revolves

around the Earth N, times in ND days.

TTotal = NDTs = NPTG (2.9)
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where TTota is also called the repeat cycle [17]. The equation above can be rearranged to

define an RGT period ratio, r, where perturbation terms are included as seen in Equation

(2.10):

p = TG 27r/(WE-n) _ 27/(WE-n) M+6
ND TS 27r/(M+d>) 21/(n+An+do) WE-(

In the equation above, n denotes a satellite's mean motion; k denotes the perturbed mean

motion (n+An) due to perturbations; WE is the rotation rate of the Earth; & is the drift rate of

the argument of perigee due to perturbations; and f2 is the orbit's nodal regression rate due to

perturbations.

Synchronization with multiple sidereal days can reduce geo-potential resonances [18].

Resonance is unusual long-periodic motions caused by the exposure of a satellite to the Earth

in a repeating orientation [19]. This happens when the frequencies of the satellite motion and

the Earth's rotation are commensurate, or synchronized to a ratio of integers. The satellite

"sees" a specific aspect of the Earth gravity field repeatedly, and the dynamical effects build

up over time. The period of the variation in motion may be short (weeks) for shallow

resonance or long for deep resonances (months or years) with a wide range of amplitudes

from meters to hundreds of kilometers. Equation (2.11) defines the resonance parameter, Ee,

a measure of the resonance strength for RGTs; deep resonance corresponds to a strongly

resonant case when |EeEl is very small whereas shallow resonance corresponds to a weaker

case when leel is larger. Small values of ND and N, correspond to higher gravitational

coefficients and the amplitude of resonance is also proportional to the reciprocal of eel.

Therefore, placing satellites in an RGT synchronized with multiple days can reduce the

amount of propellant to correct deviations in orbit due to resonance. For example, the GPS

constellation has ND = 1 and N, = 2, so its satellites rotates around the Earth twice a day

with an orbit period of approximately 12 hours. The GLONASS constellation has ND = 8

and N, = 17; it can reduce the amount of propellant for orbit maintenances with a similar

orbit period.

Ee = ND( + 6) -Np(WE-) (2.11)

Pres = 2ir/IEel (2.12)
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If perturbing forces up to second-order zonal effects are considered, the perturbed terms

are expressed as follows [16].

An = nd 1 - e2(2 - 3sin 2 (i))

6) = (n(4 - 5sin2(i))

n = -2{ncos(i)

R 2where = 4 e2 (2 .13)

In the equations above, J2 is a zonal harmonic coefficient in an infinite series representing

the Earth's gravity potential. J2 corresponds to the equatorial bulging of the Earth and its

value is approximately 0.00108263; i is the orbit inclination; and e is the orbit eccentricity.

The RGT altitude h for a given synchronization ratio r and inclination i can be calculated by

solving the Equation (2.10). When J2 perturbations are considered, a function of h in

Equation (2.14) can be obtained and solved with the Newton-Raphson method.

f(h) = 3J2 RfE (4COS 2 (i) - E _ 3J2 R+ T'~cos(i)~
2(RE+h)7/2  (RE+h) 3  2(RE+h)7/2

The first derivative of Equation (2.14) becomes:

f' (h) = 3yVI- 7]2R2(1+rcos(i))-28 2R2cos2(i)-2(RE+h)2 (2.15)
4 (RE+h)9 / 2

An initial guess can be made by replacing J2 with zero in order to neglect J2 perturbations

and make a two-body assumption. Thus, the initial guess, ho, is obtained by Equation (2.16),

which is recursively plugged into Equation (2.17) until the solution converges within desired

tolerances [20].

ho = E - R (2.16)

hn+1 = hn f-(h) (2.17)
f I (h)
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For example, the RGT altitude where a satellite orbits the Earth 15 times a day (r = 15/1)

is plotted as a function of inclination. It can be seen that consideration of J2 perturbations

significantly alters the RGT altitude compared to when J2 perturbations are ignored. Also, a

general tendency is that the RGT altitude gets higher as inclination increases.

700
- Without J2

650 - -With J2-

E

450

0 30 60 90 120 150 180
Inclination (deg)

Figure 2-4: RGT Altitude with RGT Ratio r = 15/1

2.1.3 Sun-synchronous Orbits

A Sun-synchronous orbit is an orbit in which the perturbation due to the oblateness of the

Earth causes the orbit to regress at a rate equal to the average rate of the Earth's rotation

around the Sun [21]. In other words, the orientation of the orbit plane will remain nearly

fixed with respect to the Sun throughout a year, and the satellite will pass the equator (and

any non-zero latitude within inclination) at the same local mean solar time, as shown in

Figure 2-5 [21]. For example, a satellite in a "twilight" orbit may cross the equator 15 times a

day at 6:00am/pm local time; however, the satellite period and the Earth day need not be

always synchronized. Figure 2-6 illustrates the Sun-synchronous orbits synchronized with

different local times.

The equatorial bulge of the Earth tries to pull the satellite toward the equatorial plane, but

the satellite orbiting the Earth has gyroscopic stiffness. Therefore, the orbit inclination does

not change, but the nodes regress instead. Figure 2-7 shows this phenomenon where the orbit

plane migrates westward (n < 0) for a prograde orbit whose inclination is less than 90 O.
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North Pole

Vernal Sun Autumnal
Equinox Equinox

Equator

AnEarth

~Nartht

Summer
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Figure 2-5. Orbit Fixed in Inertial Frame (Green) and Sun-synchronous Orbit (Blue) [21]

Winter
Solstice

Dusk-Dawn
Orbit

Noon-Midnight
Orbit

North Pole

Vernal Autumnal
Equinox Equinox

Equator

Figure 2-6: Types of Sun-synchronous Orbits [22, 23]
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Figure 2-7: Orbit Plane Torque Diagram [13]

Rearranging Equation (2.11) reveals that the nodal regression rate is a function of semi-

major axis, eccentricity, and inclination as shown in Equation (2.18).

3REJ2 VfjIE 2.8
2a7/2(1e2)2cos(i) (2.18)

Figure 2-8 illustrates this relationship for circular orbits (e=O); the red line corresponds to

the inclination of 90 'such that N1=O. The nodal regression rate is positive if the inclination is

greater than 900 (retrograde), which corresponds to the right side of the red line. For an orbit

to be sun-synchronous, this rate must equal the Earth's rotation rate around the Sun, or d)

equals 360* + 365.2422day = 0.9856*/day; therefore, all sun-synchronous orbits are

retrograde.

The Sun-synchronous orbit has a number of interesting characteristics. As mentioned

earlier, its same local mean solar time guarantees an approximately constant angle of solar

illumination which is especially useful for Earth observation missions utilizing visible or

infrared wavelengths. Also, the satellite in a dawn-dusk (twilight) orbit has very short

eclipses, which may reduce power subsystem requirements. However, launching into a

retrograde orbit disables launch vehicles from taking advantage of the Earth's spin, so an

increased fuel requirement results in an additional launching cost of 30% [8].
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Figure 2-8: Regression of the Nodes

2.2 Satellite Constellations

From a designer's perspective, satellite constellations can be largely subdivided into

homogeneous patterns and heterogeneous patterns. Homogeneous patterns have a finite

number of possible designs, so their design space can be fully exploited [8]. On the other

hand, heterogeneous patterns have much higher variability, which prevents a full

investigation of their design space. Homogeneous patterns include Walker Delta Pattern

constellations, near-polar (Walker Star) constellations, and elliptical orbit constellations [24];

heterogeneous patterns are combinations or variations of homogeneous patterns. Both

homogeneous and heterogeneous constellations can be described with a single notation called

Flower Constellation. This categorization of homogeneous patterns and heterogeneous

patterns is valid from a mathematical viewpoint, but constellations which are homogeneous

in principle are implemented heterogeneously in practice due to mission requirements.

Therefore, instead of this classification according to homogeneity, this section discusses five

conventional types of constellations: geosynchronous constellations, polar (or near-polar)

constellations, elliptical constellations, non-uniform elliptical constellations, and Flower

constellations. This section then concludes with ongoing research on reconfigurable

constellations.
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2.2.1 Geosynchronous Constellations

Geosynchronous constellations consist of satellites in a geosynchronous orbit, or

Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO), and require the fewest number of satellites for a near-

global coverage. Three satellites can cover the entire equatorial and mid-latitude regions.

Furthermore, each satellite appears stationary relative to the surface of the Earth and

guarantees a continuous coverage and fixed-orientation of antennas [25], both of which

provide great advantages for communications. However, reaching geosynchronous orbits is

fuel-expensive and there are limited longitudinal slots where geosynchronous satellites can

be located. Also, high latitude regions cannot be covered well and the distance is too far from

the Earth to obtain high-quality imagery of the Earth's surface. Examples include Tracking

and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) for space communications and InmarSat for

commercial telephony services [26, 27]. Although a minimum of three satellites are required

for a near-global coverage, the number or/and phasing of GEO satellites are oftentimes

tailored according to the mission requirements such as service demands, as shown in the

InmarSat constellation in Figure 2-9 [9, 26, 27].

4'*3

AOR W AOR -E

I 530'W

(a) Polar View (b) Ground Coverage

Figure 2-9: InmarSat Constellation [9, 26, 27]
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2.2.2 Polar and Near-polar Constellations

Polar constellation consist of orbits with an inclination of exactly 900 and near-polar

constellations have an inclination which is slightly greater or smaller than 90'in accordance

with specific mission requirements. "Streets of coverage (SOC)" methods are often used to

fill the gaps between adjacent orbit planes and to provide a global continuous coverage, as

illustrated in Figure 2-10. On a global scale, half of the satellites are moving northward and

another half are moving southward at any given time. These satellites moving opposite to

each other form a boundary called a seam [28].

Because a sustainable inter-satellite link (ISL) cannot be established across the seam, data

should be relayed through Polar Regions as illustrated in Figure 2-11 [28, 29]. The near-polar

constellation is also called the Walker Star pattern because it looks like a star when seen from

one of the Poles due to plane intersections.

Intra-orbit ISL Inter-orbit ISL
- - -- Seam - Data Routing

(a) Streets of Coverage (b) Global View

Figure 2-10: Polar Constellation [8, 28, 29]

Adams and Lang (2004) compared the Walker constellations and SOC in terms of the

overlap of coverage, coverage requirement, and the launch vehicle capability [30]. Walker

constellations are more efficient for single-fold (without overlaps) global coverage with T<20

(T is the total number of satellites), whereas SOC constellations are more efficient for lower

altitudes with T>20.
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Polar or near-polar constellations have two major drawbacks [8]. First, satellites on either

side of the seam must operate differently to account for asymmetry of coverage and relative

motion in the seam compared to those of other planes. Second, the greatest coverage is

achieved near Polar Regions where the demand for communication services is the smallest.

This coverage mismatch with the service demand is mitigated by reducing the inclination of

orbits, which introduces Walker Delta constellations, covered in the next section.

2.2.3 Walker Delta Constellations

A class of popular circular orbit constellations is the Walker Delta constellation (termed

Walker constellation hereafter), which provides the most symmetry by having similar orbits

amongst satellites [24]. This symmetry not only enables a thorough search of a finite design

space, but also provides advantages in orbital constellation management because any satellite

in a constellation undergoes similar effects from perturbations. John Walker did an extensive

study of this type of constellations and proposed a notation of i: T / P / F, where a total of T

satellites are evenly distributed in P orbit planes with an inclination i (*) and a phase

difference of 360/T x F (0) between adjacent planes [31]. Figure 2-11 shows a Globalstar

constellation which uses a 48/8/1 Walker pattern.

Satellite Separation
360/(T/P)=60* mM

3600 m U
(1,1) M 0 Equator

L. .. - - -m .*..
0)O
(1,6) M M

a m mo mt m  U m* U mt m

(1,5) M M
o180*0

(1,4) o oo Equator

(1,3) M M M o
M M M M M m(1,2)

(1,2)T . O)5,1 _ __ .M11

Relative Phasing 180
F*360/T=7.50

Figure 2-11: GlobalStar Constellation with a

360'

Relative RAAN

48/8/1 Walker Pattern [31]
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The phasing parameter F can take integers from 0 to P-1. Lang [32] found an empirical

relationship that the optimal coverage occurs if the phasing parameter F satisfies the

Equation (2.19); if F is negative, P is added to F repeatedly until F becomes positive.

F = P - 1 - T/P (2.19)

2.2.4 Elliptical Orbit Constellations

Introducing a non-zero eccentricity in constellation designs increases the design

complexity and manufacturing cost of satellites because they have to operate in a wide range

of altitudes with varying space environments. Nonetheless, elliptical orbits can reduce the

number of satellites in a constellation and increase coverage over specific areas of interest

which can compensate for increased costs in certain cases [8].

Rearranging Equation (2.11) gives the rotation rate of argument of perigee in terms of

semi-major axis, eccentricity, and inclination:

) = 3 REJ2 V/ (4 - 5sin 2 (i)) (2.20)

Figure 2-12 plots the perigee rotation rate when eccentricity is zero; for elliptical orbits,

the amplitude is multiplied by a constant, but the overall tendency is the same. For a highly

elliptical orbit (HEO), coverage conditions differ drastically between the apogee and the

perigee, so it is useful to fix the argument of perigee. In order to make the perigee rotation

rate zero, the orbit should be inclined at a "critical" angle, either 63.4 0 or 116.60, represented

by red lines in Figure 2-12.

Many prograde HEOs have an inclination of 63.40; Molniya orbits have a period of one

half of a sidereal day and Tundra orbits have a period of one sidereal day. A constellations

consisting of three satellites with either orbit provides a continuous coverage over certain

regions by means of apogee dwelling; from Kepler's second law, the satellite moves at a

slower speed near the apogee and remains visible over the servicing area for most of the time

of its orbit period. Figure 2-13 shows examples of a Molniya constellation and a Tundra

constellation which provide communications services over Russia and Japan, respectively

[33, 34].
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Figure 2-12: Argument of Perigee Regression

(a) Molinya (b) Tundra

Figure 2-13: Highly Elliptical Orbit [33, 34]

Although the Walker constellation assumes zero eccentricity, its notation i: T / P / F is

still useful to categorize many elliptical orbit constellations. The Walker constellation for a

regional coverage can be represented by T/P/F = N/N/(N-Q), where the number of distinct

regions serviced equals Q [32]. Consequently, a Molniya constellation with three satellites is

a 3/3/2 Walker constellation and a Tundra constellation with three satellites is a 3/3/1 Walker

constellation.
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2.2.5 Non-uniform Elliptical Constellations

Non-Walker constellations can provide improved regional access over Walker constellations

specified by longitude, latitude, and time. These constellations have non-uniform inclination,

altitude, or eccentricity.

The Ellipso constellation for personal communications consists of a Molniya orbit with

63.40 inclination, a Molniya orbit with 116.6' inclination, and an equatorial circular orbit

[35]. This combination provides high coverage over both high-latitude and low-latitude

regions, as illustrated in Figure 2-14.

Figure 2-14: Baseline Ellipso Three-Plane Constellation [35]

The Communications Orbiting Broadband Repeating Array (COBRA) consists of a

critically inclined (inclination of either 63.40 or 116.60) 8-hour elliptical orbit. The "teardrop"

variant of the COBRA array employs both the left-inclined orbit (inclination of 116.6') and

the right-inclined orbit (inclination of 63.40) so that satellites in two orbit planes can provide

a continuous coverage by performing seamless handovers at two ends of the teardrop

patterns, denoted as high latitude and low latitude handover points (HLHOs and LLHOs) in

Figure 2-15. The satellites are active when they are in the Northern Hemisphere near the

apogee and inactive otherwise [36].
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(a) Six-satellite Baseline Array and Hand- (b) Snapshot Coverage with Alternating
over Points Handovers between HLHO and LLHO

Figure 2-15: COBRA Teardrop Constellation [36]

Wertz analyzed a number of responsive orbits or constellations into which Earth

observation satellites can be promptly launched upon identification of targets [37]. Figure 2-

16 shows sample responsive orbits. A LEO Fast Access Orbit provides the first access to a

designated target in one orbit period or two. A LEO Repeat Coverage Orbit provides four or

five consecutive revisits a day by adjusting the orbit inclination and the satellite swath width

such that i ~ L + 6 max', where L is the latitude of a target and emax is the maximal Earth-

centered half-cone angle of the satellite sensor.

cotiEMo N
Colored lines show
the swath width of
5 successive orbits

(a) Fast Access Orbit (b) Repeat Coverage Orbit

Figure 2-16: Responsive Orbits [37]
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2.2.6 Flower Constellations

Flower Constellations provides a generalized framework capable of describing non-

uniform constellations as well as uniform constellations such as Walker patterns and Polar

constellations. All satellites are assumed to have identical semi-major axis, eccentricity,

inclination, and argument of perigee. The Flower Constellations framework uses six

additional parameters to complete the constellation description in addition to semi-major

axis, eccentricity, and inclination [38]:

* Nd - Number of days to repeat

* N, -Number of petals

* Fd - Phase denominator (Number of inertial orbit planes)

* F, - Phase numerator Spacing around central body

* Fh - Phase Step

e N, -Number of satellites

Nd and Np define the orbit period and the semi-major axis, as discussed earlier. The

shape and orientation can be further defined from eccentricity, inclination, and argument of

perigee. Fn, Fd, and Fh are additional phasing parameters which define satellite distribution;

in the Flower Constellations methodology, all satellites follow the same three-dimensional

trajectory in the rotating reference frame, which dictates a phasing rule in terms of ascending

node and mean anomaly [38].

flk= 27r ' (1 - k)
Fd

Fg

Mi = 2 n p + FdFh (k - 1)
FdNd

where k= 1, 2, ...N, and Fh = 0, 1, ...,Nd -1 (2.21)

When a Flower Constellation distributes its satellites evenly in ascending node and mean

anomaly, it is called a Lattice Flower Constellation (LFC). It can be shown that LFCs and

Walker constellations are equivalent, and the relationship between the two notations is shown

in Table 2.2 [39]
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Table 2.2: Comparison of LFCs and Walker Constellations [39]

LFC WaIker

Number of planes Fd (=P) P (= Fd)

Number of satellites per plane Ns/Fd (=S) S (= Ns/Fd)

Phasing parameter Nc (=-F mod Fd) F (= -Nemod Fd)

The variable Nc in a LFC is defined by the following

variables including intermediate variables E, and Ed.

set of equations with integer

(2.22)

For example, a T/P/F = 48/8/1 Walker constellation whose orbits have an RGT with

c=1/15 is identical to an LFC with (Nd, Np, Fd, Fn, F , N) = (1,15,8,1,0,48). It is notable that

the representations of LFCs corresponding to a specific Walker constellation may not be

unique. Figure 2-17 illustrates that the same constellation can be represented by either

(Nd, Np) = (5, 8) or (Nd, Np) = (1, 17), which resembles aliasing effects.
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Figure 2-17: Lattice Flower Constellation [38]
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2.3 Currently Deployed Satellite Constellations

Based on previous discussions of satellite orbits and constellations, currently deployed

satellite constellations can be categorized in terms of mission types: communications,

navigation, and Earth observation. Also, design rationales and characteristics can be

compared amongst different types of missions by relating them to mission requirements.

2.3.1 Satellite Constellations for Communications

Satellite constellations for communications were deployed earlier than constellations for

other purposes. Also, communications constellations still include more satellites than those

for other purposes. Table 2.3 lists the representative satellite constellations for telephony or

messaging services providing a global coverage [40, 41, 42, 43, 44]. The constellation design

varies widely from LEO to GEO, but only the Iridium satellite constellation can cover the

Polar Regions well.

Table 2.3: Satellite Constellations for Communications [40, 41, 42, 43, 44]

System Globalstar Orbcomm Iridium Inmarsat TDRSS
720km (Gen-1)

Altitude 1,414km 661km (QL) 780km 35,786km 35,786km
750km (Gen-2)

450

Inclination 520 48.450 86.40 00 00
521

Number 35
of 48 6 66 5 9

Satellites 18 (planned)
Gen-1 and QL

Status Operational active, Gen-2 to be Operational Operational Operationallaunched between
2012 and 2014

2.3.2 Satellite Constellations for Navigation

Satellite constellations for navigation and geodesy are actively being deployed by several

nations: Global Positioning System (GPS), Global Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS),
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BeiDou (Compass) Navigation Satellite System, and Galileo to name a few that provides a

global coverage. Table 2.4 compares the orbit architectures of these constellations [43, 44,

45, 46, 47]. Most of them utilize medium Earth orbits (MEOs), arising from a trade-off

mainly between the signal power requirement and coverage. Also, the orbit periods are

synchronized with Earth's sidereal days with a ratio of two integers.

Table 2.4: Satellite Constellations for Navigation [45, 46, 47, 48, 49]

Altitude 20,180km 19,130km 21,150km 23,220km
Period 1lh 58m Ilh 16m 12h 38m 14h 5m

Revolution 
I(GEO)per sidereal 2 17/8 36/19(MEO) 17/10

day
Inclination Near 550 64.80 55.50 560

Constellation 24+3 MEO 24 MEO 5 GEO + 3 IGSO 27 MEO
Geometry (Total 30) Walker) + 27 MEO (27/3/1 Walker)

10 satellites 2 test bed satellites
Status Operational Operational operational in orbit (+ 22 in

(+ 25 planned) preparation)

2.3.3 Satellite Constellations for Earth Observation

Table 2.5 lists the representative satellite constellations for Earth observation. Because of

Earth observation requirements in terms of ground resolution and illumination conditions,

they are all in low-Earth sun-synchronous orbits. The number of satellites in each

constellation is also fewer than in the aforementioned constellations.

Table 2.5: Satellite Constellations for Earth Observation [50, 51, 52, 53]

Altitude 690km 675km 630km .iUUKm x IUUUKm
(approximation)

Inclination 98.10* 98.20* 97.80* 97.90*
Number of 4 4(1" Gen)
satellites 44 (2ld Gen) 5 5

Status Operational Operational Operational Operational
*: Sun-synchronous orbit
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2.4 Reconfigurable Satellite Constellations

Conventional satellite constellation designs discussed so far have focused on optimizing

global, zonal, or regional coverage [29] under an assumption that the satellites are deployed

simultaneously and the constellation remains static afterwards. Here the term "static" refers

to the condition that altitude and relative slots remain constant over time [29]. However, it

can be helpful to expand a satellite constellation gradually in order to reduce risks such as

launch failures or uncertainties in market demands. Also, an operationally reconfigurable

constellation aims to perform reconfigurations throughout its lifetime to switch between

modes - one optimized for global observations and the other optimized for regional

observations.

2.4.1 Staged Deployment of Constellations

Commercial LEO constellations for personal communications such as Iridium and Globalstar

were a success from a technical viewpoint, but were a failure from a business perspective due

to market changes which had occurred between the conceptual design phase and

commissioning [54]. Therefore, a "staged deployment" strategy has been proposed as an

alternative approach to reduce uncertainties and accompanying risks [54, 55].

Figure 2-18 further elaborates the staged deployment concept. Only part of the

constellation is deployed at first and the altitude is relatively high to provide global coverage

with a limited number of satellites. The satellites can be added to the constellation later in

accordance with the market demand, and the altitude can be adjusted to be lower in order to

increase the service capacity by reducing signal losses. Scialom et al. (2004) devised a

reconfiguration map that provides optimized paths along which a communications

constellation can evolve, as shown in Figure 2-19.
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hA > hB Phase 1: Launch TB -TA satellites
Phase 2: Transfer TA satellites

8g1U TA On-orbit satellites
0(3= TB-TA New launched satellites

Ct= TA Abandoned orbital slots

-. Active orbit
Abandoned orbit

Figure 2-18: Staged Deployment Concept with Two-phase Reconfigurations [54]
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Figure 2-19: Reconfiguration Map of Delta-V per Satellite [54]
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2.4.2 Operationally Responsive Constellations

A satellite has to make delta-V burns with its propulsion system in order to fight the

forces that perturb the satellite from its designed path. Although this station-keeping can also

be viewed as reconfiguration, some satellites perform more active maneuvers frequently

throughout design life. For example, surveillance satellites carry extra fuel to change their

altitude and orbit planes to access ground targets. The Key Hole (KH) satellite constellation

is a good example of operationally responsive constellations, which consists of four satellites.

As can be seen in Figure 2-20(a) [51], the KHI-1 1 satellites are all in Sun-synchronous orbits

to provide consistent illumination conditions for optical imaging. Of interest in their satellite

bus design is the propulsion subsystem to maneuver and change orbits, as illustrated in

Figure 2-20(b) [53].

Morning/evening Trse ea
plane Ainc nen

Fiur 220Ke Hlei Rconisances Satelte Fuel Tan

Noon/
midnight ap
plane

USA 224 ScnayMro

USA 129USA 186

(a) KH-11 IConstellation (August 2011) (b) KH-11 Payload and Bus Design

Figure 2-20: Key Hole-11 Reconnaissance Satellites [53, 56]

On the academia side, Bogosian (2008) studied optimization of reconfigurable satellite

constellations (ReCons) by balancing the performance of two operational modes, a global

observation mode (GOM) and a regional observation mode (ROM) [3]. The orbits in two

modes are both circular but have different altitudes, and the orbit can be switched via

Hohmann transfers, as seen in Figure 1-1. Operational reconfiguration is distinct from staged

deployment in that it happens after the constellation deployment is complete; therefore, the

number of satellites remains constant and reconfiguration maneuvers happen throughout the

satellite lifetime defined by the amount of carried fuel.
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2.5 Chapter Summary

Throughout this chapter, the theories and applications of satellite orbits and constellations, in

addition to previous research on reconfigurable constellations, were reviewed to obtain

insights regarding the baseline ReCon concept. From the literature review, the following

high-level decisions were made regarding the baseline ReCon architecture.

B-1 ReCon Modes - The ReCon shall have two modes, consisting of the global

observation mode (GOM) and the regional observation mode (GOM).

B-2 Global Observation Mode - The GOM configuration shall be a Walker

constellation consisting of circular orbits at non-repeating ground track (NRGT)

altitudes.

B-3 Regional Observation Mode - The ROM configuration shall be circular orbits in

repeating ground track (RGT) altitudes whose calculation shall include J2 effects.

In addition to the baseline ReCon above, the following variants will also be considered as

case studies to make the Earth observation more effective.

V-1 Modified Walker Pattern - The GOM configuration is assumed to be a non-

uniform Walker constellation in order to reduce the reconfiguration time from

GOM to ROM.

V-2 Sun-synchronous ReCon - The ROM configuration is assumed to be in sun-

synchronous orbits to provide uniform lighting conditions at each revisit.

The baseline ReCon architecture will be described in Chapter 3, along with its

optimization process in Chapter 4. The ReCon variants are discussed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 3

New ReCon Framework

In this chapter, a framework for modeling a ReCon design is established and evaluated. This

framework consists of MATLAB modules and also interfaces with Satellite Tool Kit (STK)

to improve accuracy of coverage calculations. To reiterate, the objective of optimizing a

ReCon is:

To (1) minimize reconfigurable satellite constellation (ReCon) revisit time in

both global observation and regional observation modes at given locations

on the Earth, (2) minimize total system mass, and (3) minimize

reconfiguration time by systematically changing orbit geometry design

variables and satellite design variables using MSDO techniques while

satisfying given resolution requirements for a given lifetime.

In order to achieve this objective, the forward problem needs to be formulated first to

which a wrapper optimization code can be applied. This can be done by defining appropriate

variables and modules of ReCon as a system.

3.1 Model Overview

This section provides an overview of a simulation model for the ReCon optimization problem

by listing its variables and modules. The types of variables include design variables,

parameters, internal variables, constraints, and objectives. These variables are evaluated in

each module and passed between the modules of the simulation model, whose flows can be

better visualized by means of a block diagram and a design structure matrix (DSM).
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3.1.1 Variables

Five types of variable have been identified for the Recon optimization problem in terms of

their data type: design variables, internal variables, parameters, constraints, and objectives.

The design variables define the satellite dimensions and the constellations geometry.

Parameters are also related to the ReCon design, but their values are fixed under valid

assumptions to simplify the problem. Internal variables are calculated from design variables

and parameters inside a simulation module, which are then passed to other modules.

Constraints are equalities or inequalities amongst design variables, internal variables, and

parameters. Objectives are the figures of merit which measure the system performance of a

ReCon design. These variables are summarized in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: ReCon Variable List

MATLAB Name Description Range Units

nk RGT ratio (T) [31/2, 15/1,29/2, 14/1, 27/2, 13/1] -
delta alt Walker altitude difference from RGT Governed by Altitude Constraints km

n planes # of planes in Walker constellation [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]

n sats # of satellites per Walker plane [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]

regard Field of regard 5 to 50 *

prop Propulsion type_ [cold gas, monoprop, biprop] -
aler p s Oetical telescp aperte iamer es en m

SOrtical teiescope f6cal t
Popdr ass Gropulsion syter dt ci kg

propellant mass Prpellantass Drvnkg
opic Mss Optical i ubsysterr mnasens

retoal l Rt>eatgi grund t ack altetode nten km

delta l Toal lafetime AV oIret t6S
sat dr cmas Soellite dry mass ai)en k
li fe Orbit lifetime 5 years

E Orbit eccentricity 0 (circular)-

wa lker phase Satellite phasing between Walker planes I (equal)-

Inc Orbit inclination 60

n re cons # of reconfigurations over lifetime 10-

ccgs d Ground sample distance I mn

re gional lat Regional Latitude of Interest 55 *

global lat band Global Latitude Band of Interest 0 to 60 *

solar ca se Solar Case (min, mean, max) 2-
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rom revisit

gom coverage

const mass

reconfig time

ROM revisit time

GOM percent coverage

Constellation mass

Reconfiguration time

First of all, design variables fall into two categories: orbit/constellation design and satellite

subsystem design. The dual-configuration of a ReCon necessitates that orbits will be either

GOM or ROM, so the orbit/constellation design variables are relevant to either of the two

modes. It is assumed that the GOM configuration is a Walker constellation and ROM is

accomplished by changing altitude from the default Walker constellation through a Hohmann

transfer. The orbit/constellation design variables are as follows.

* T = NP/ND, or RGT ratio (ROM)

* Altitude difference from Walker constellation (GOM)

* Number of planes in the Walker constellation (GOM)

* Number of satellites per plane in the Walker constellation (GOM)

The RGT ratio can be interpreted as the number of satellite revolutions per day. The

satellite subsystem design variables are as follows:

e Field of regard

* Propulsion type

In addition to design variables (quantities passed from the optimizer to the model), there

are also internal variables passed between discipline-specific modules inside the model. The

internal variables are listed in Table 3.1, including quantities related to optics subsystem

sizing (aperture, focal length, payload mass) and propulsion subsystem sizing (delta-v, tanks

mass, propellant mass). Note that the internal variables are driven by the choice of parameters

and constraints.
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Parameters are assumed values regarding the ReCon configuration and system operations.

Specifically, our parameters are:

* ReCon lifetime (i.e., design life of the individual satellites, 5 years)

* Orbit eccentricity (assumed to be zero)

* Satellite phasing between Walker planes (assumed to be equally distributed, F=1 in

Walker notation)

* Orbit inclination (limits the latitude bands of coverage, 60*)

e Number of reconfigurations over the system lifetime based on envisioned user needs,

10 times in 5 years)

* Ground sample distance (based on envisioned user needs, 1 m)

Constraints reflect physical or technological limitations imposed on the aforementioned

design variables and internal variables:

e Minimum altitude: The RGT altitude plus the Walker altitude difference must be

greater than the minimum altitude threshold, i.e., rgt_alt + delta_alt >

alt_min. As a practical matter, this will constrain the allowable range for the

Walker altitude difference, since the RGT altitude is set based on what the n/k ratio

is. The quantity alt min was set to 350km from aerodynamic drag considerations.

* Maximum altitude: The RGT altitude plus the Walker altitude difference must be less

than the maximum altitude threshold, i.e. rgt_alt + deltaalt < alt_max.

The quantity alt_max was set to 1,200km based on considerations of the radiation

environment at the higher LEO altitudes.

* Maximum field of regard: For a given altitude, the maximum field of regard

(max-regard) is set as the angle at which the sensor image swath reaches the

horizon. In this simulation, its value is 50*.

* Maximum aperture diameter: The telescope aperture diameter has to be constrained

to maintain the satellite mass under the capacity of candidate launch vehicles. In this

simulation, the maximum value has been set to 1.8m.
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* Maximum propellant mass fraction: Technological constraints (e.g., material

strength-to-weight ratios) will impose a maximum propellant mass fraction whose

value is 0.3 in this simulation.

Our objectives vector consists of performance and cost quantities that we seek to balance

via the proposed optimization. Amongst the performance metrics below, the designer can

choose which metrics to use.

* Revisit time in regional observation mode (ROM)

e Revisit time in global observation mode (GOM)

* Area coverage in regional observation mode (ROM)

" Area coverage in global observation mode (GOM)

e Reconfiguration time (i.e., time to transition from GOM to ROM assuming Hohmann

transfer)

As a cost metric, the mass of the entire constellation has been selected. Constellation mass

has been selected as the first-order cost metric because it is closely related to manufacturing

cost and launch cost.

* Constellation mass (i.e., wet mass of all the satellites in the constellation)

3.1.2 Modules

Table 3.2 shows the list of modules in the ReCon simulation model as well as the major

inputs and outputs corresponding to each module. There are five modules which have been

implemented and each module will be discussed in the following sections. Figure 3-1 shows

the block diagram of the implemented simulation model along with inter-modular data flows.

The black arrows represent the internal variables; the red arrows denote the objectives; and

the other colors are design variables.
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Table 3.2: ReCon Module List

nk
deltaalt
n_planes
n_sats
regard
e

walkerphase

rgtalt
romrevisit*

gom revisit*

inc

Optics regard opticsmass
deltaalt aperture
fov
gsd

rgt alt

Maneuvers prop delta_v
delta alt reconfig time*
life
n recons
rgtalt
area

Propulsion prop prop dry mass
sat dry mass propellant-mass
delta v

Constellation nplanes satdrymass

Properties nsats const mass*
optics mass area

aperture
propdry mass

propellant mass

* Indicates objective vector output

This block diagram can also be represented as a DSM in Figure 3-2. It becomes more

obvious that there are two nested iterative loops:

" First loop: between Constellation Properties and Propulsion modules

* Second loop: between the first loop and the Maneuvers module.

This coupling did not pose a problem in terms of computation because the execution time

of these modules is orders of magnitude less than the computation time for the most

demanding Astrodynamics module which runs STK simulations.
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Figure 3-1: ReCon Simulation Model Block Diagram

Figure 3-2: ReCon Simulation Model DSM

3.2 Astrodynamics Module

The Astrodynamics module is the first module to be executed during a simulation run and is

responsible for the following tasks:
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* Generation of the constellation

" Propagation of the constellation in time to generate coverage statistics

* Computation of the observation duration and revisit time in GOM and ROM

The propagator currently includes up to J4 effects of the local gravity of the Earth, but can

be easily modified in STK to account for higher-order terms. Figure 3-3 shows the DSM

again, but the Astrodynamics module is marked with bold edges and its direct data flows are

represented with arrows. From the design variables (RGT ratio, altitude difference, the

number of orbit planes, the number of satellites per orbit plane, and the field of regard) and

the parameter values (eccentricity, walking phase parameter, and inclination), the module

first calculates the RGT altitude with its iterative routines. The Astrodynamics module

interfaces with STK to set up GOM/ROM constellations and retrieve the average revisit time

in both modes.

Figure 3-3: Astrodynamics Module in the ReCon DSM.

The interface between MATLAB and STK is described in more detail in Figure 3-4. The

module starts out by computing the altitudes of both the ROM and GOM constellations given

the design vector values as well as a number of parameters. Based on the given inclination
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and calculated altitudes, the module then initializes the orbital elements of ROM and GOM

constellations in STK using the stkConnect interface. After the setup is complete, MATLAB

iterates time-based simulations on STK and retrieves figures of merit (FOM). STK was

chosen to generate the constellation coverage statistics for its validated and accurate orbital

propagation as well as its extensive library of built-in coverage functions.

Constellation&

Simulation Setup Simulation Parameters RgSimulation Setup

Iterate Constellation & GS
GS Location (latitude) Parameter Changes

Orbit Propagation

Store Results FOM Values FOM Calculation

Output- Results

Figure 3-4: Astrodynamics Intra-Module Block Diagram.

Figure 3-5: STK Constellations Setup [4]
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Figure 3-6: Ground Tracks of Constellations [4]

A three-dimensional Earth-centered view is shown in Figure 3-5. Both a ROM orbit and a

GOM orbit have been set up and circles under satellites represent the field of view from on-

board sensors. The RGT orbits considered here repeats after two days at most, so the STK

simulations were run for two days in simulation time.

Figure 3-6 shows the corresponding ground tracks along with grid points on the ground

for coverage calculations. Because there is no target of interest in GOM, the coverage

statistics were gathered over the entire latitude band in the northern hemisphere which can be

reached by the satellites, between the equator and 60'N, which is represented as light blue

grids in the figure. In ROM, we have a target of interest whose latitude was assumed to be

55'N. These coverage figures of merit values are then output along with the altitude of the

ROM constellation to other modules in the model.

3.3 Optics Module

The Optics module calculates the telescope aperture diameter (and its mass) required to

achieve a particular ground sample distance (GSD) at a given altitude. In remote sensing,

GSD, also referred to as ground-projected sample interval (GSI) or ground-projected

instantaneous field of view (GIFOV) [57], is often defined as the distance between the

centers of digital photo pixels projected on the ground. Figure 3-7 shows the optics module
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highlighted in the DSM. The optics module accepts two altitude variables: the current RGT

altitude calculated by the Astrodynamics module and the change in altitude provided by the

design vector. The sum of these two values is the satellite altitude in GOM.

The optics module also accepts the field of regard (FoR) as an input from the design

vector. The FoR value is used along with the higher altitude between GOM and ROM in

order to determine the worst-case (maximum) slant range from the sensor to a target at the

edge of the sensor view. This slant range is used for sizing the aperture diameter, as the

payload must achieve the prescribed resolution at the edge of the FoR.

Once the slant range has been determined, the Optics module calculates the telescope

aperture diameter. Another output is the telescope mass which can be estimated from a

relationship obtained from an Earth-observation mission database. Although the Optics

module does not produce objectives directly, it feeds the optics mass and the aperture size

into the Constellation Properties module.

Figure 3-7: Optics Module in ReCon DSM

3.3.1 Telescope Aperture Diameter

As mentioned earlier, the GSD value is a parameter set prior to executing the simulation and

corresponds to center-to-center distance of adjacent pixels (that is, the physical size of a
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pixel, d, as shown in Figure 3-8(a)) projected onto the surface of the Earth. In the ReCon

optimization problem, however, GSD instead is defined as the theoretical linear resolution

limit which corresponds to the diameter of the ring, d', shown in Figure 3-8(b).

The standard Rayleigh diffraction criterion, as seen in Equation (3.1), calculates the

distance from the center of the pattern to the first minimum of point spread function (the first

radius of the first Airy ring) [58]. Figure 3-9 illustrates the definition of parameters, where 0

is the angular resolution in radians, { is the wavelength in meters, and D is the aperture

diameter in meters.

0 = 2.44-
D

(b)

d'

Light Intensity

(3.1)

d'
Q =- <1d

Pixels

(a) Pixel-limited (b) Diffraction-limited

Figure 3-8: Relationship between Point Spread Function and Pixel Size
according to Quality Factor [13]

SATELLITE GROUND

Point Aperture Aperture
Spread D Diameter
Function A a

6 Resolution Ground
d I,:X Resolution

Element

Focal Length Altitude

Figure 3-9: Optics Payload and Ground Resolution Element [13]
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Figure 3-10 depicts the case when the satellite is no longer nadir-pointing, showing the

aperture diameter (D), altitude (h), FoR (q), slant range (R,), ground sample distance (GSD)

and payload resolution element x. The angular resolution in Equation (3.1) is related to the

linear resolution in Equation (3.2), from which the aperture needed for a given ground

resolution x at nadir is calculated in Equation (3.3).

x = hO

D = 2.44
x

'1

(3.2)

(3.3)

D

h

GSD

Figure 3-10: Imaging Geometry in the ReCon Optics Module

When the payload is oriented at the maximum FoR, the off-nadir angle is q and the slant

range to the target is R, = h/cos q. The equation for aperture diameter therefore becomes:

D = 2.44 A = 2.44
x x cos7

(3.4)

The final part of the model is the relationship between the payload resolution element x

and the projection of that element onto the ground (i.e. the GSD). At the edge of the FoR, a 1

m resolution element as viewed from the spacecraft will correspond to greater than 1 m on

the ground when that resolution element is projected onto the Earth. Figure 3-10 illustrates

this relationship that GSD is greater than x where x is the payload resolution element length
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(normal to the optical axis of the payload). The relationship between payload resolution and

GSD (i.e. ground projection) is therefore approximately

x = GSD cos r7 (3.5)

and the aperture diameter formula is given as Equation (3.6). The wavelength ( ) was

assumed to be 500 x 10-9m and GSD of 1 m is assumed here.

D = 2.44 '~~
GSD cos2 1,

(3.6)

3.3.2 Telescope Mass

The Optics module uses this aperture diameter to calculate the mass of the payload,

including the primary mirror, optical telescope assembly (OTA), imagers, and supporting

mechanical and electronic components. The mass calculation is done by considering an

empirical relationship between the payload mass and the aperture size in Earth observation

and astronomy missions. The database is provided in Table 3.3 [59] and the data points along

with their fitting curve are plotted in Figure 3-11. From the data, the power law in Equation

(3.7) could be obtained to approximate the payload (optics) mass from the given aperture

size. The mass is in kilograms and the aperture diameter is in meters.

mo = 418.08 -D"" (3.7)

Table 3.3: Payload Aperture Size and Mass Data for Earth Observation Missions [59]

Quickbird BHRC 60 0.6 380
WorldView-1 BHRC 60 0.6 380
Ikonos OSA 0.7 171
GeoEye-1 GIS 1.1 452
OrbView-3 OHRIS 0.45 66
RapidEye REIS 0.145 43
TopSat RALCam 1 0.20 32
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Payload Mass vs. Aperture Dimaeter
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Figure 3-11: Correlation between Aperture Diameter and Payload Mass in
Earth Observation Missions

3.4 Maneuvers Module

The Maneuvers module calculates the properties related to constellation reconfigurations in

terms of time and fuel consumption. Figure 3-12 shows interaction of the maneuver module

with other modules in the simulation. As inputs, the Maneuver module receives the

propulsion type (prop) and altitude offset (delta_ait) from the design vector; design life

(lif e) and number of reconfigurations (nrecon) from the parameter settings; and the RGT

altitude from the Aerodynamics module (rgt_alt). As outputs, it generates the module

delta-V (delta-v) and constellation

(reconfig_time).

reconfiguration time between GOM and
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Figure 3-12: Maneuver Module in the ReCon DSM.

The following assumptions have been made regarding reconfiguration maneuvers in order

to reduce the model complexity:

* The reconfiguration maneuver is a Hohmann transfer which uses two engine

impulses.

* The reconfiguration maneuver occurs when the equator crossings of GOM and

ROM ground tracks are aligned exactly. Under this assumption, the satellite path

is slightly deviated from the desired RGT due to Earth's rotation during its

Hohmann transfer. However, this drift during the orbit transfer can be ignored as

long as the Hohmann transfer time (45~50 minutes) is significantly shorter than

the GOM-ROM reconfiguration time (several days).

At the moment when a target of interest is identified, GOM and ROM ground tracks are

usually not aligned for reconfiguration. This situation is illustrated as in Figure 3-13(a); red

lines represent ROM ground tracks which pass through the target of interest; a yellow line

represents the satellite's GOM ground track when the target is identified; and the two paths

are separated by an angle of Ap at equator. If the GOM altitude is higher than the ROM

altitude, the ground track of GOM drifts westward relative to that of ROM; if the GOM
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altitude is lower than the ROM altitude, the GOM ground track drifts eastward. Therefore,

the GOM ground track will overlap with the ROM ground track after several orbits, as shown

in Figure 3-13(b), when the satellite can make an orbit transfer from GOM to ROM.

(a) Equator Crossings Misaligned

Figure 3-13: Alignment

(b) Equator Crossings Aligned

of GOM and ROM Ground Tracks for Reconfiguration

3.4.1 Delta-V Budget

A satellite has to adjust its velocity, or produce delta-v (AV) throughout its life time. First, the

satellite may have to propel itself in its commissioning phase if the designed orbit cannot be

reached solely by the propulsion capabilities of the launch vehicle. While the satellite is

operational, perturbing forces divert the satellite from its desirable path, which should be

compensated for by changing its velocity. Also, a deorbiting burn might be required to

decommission the satellite in a controlled way. In addition to these types of velocity changes

performed by normal satellites, ReCon also requires frequent orbit reconfigurations which
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should be included in the AV budget of its satellites. Table 3.3 displays the AV budget of a

satellite in a ReCon.

a= RE+ h
= Ah Global Observation Mode

Regional Observation Mode

Parking Orbit

Disposal Orbit

Figure 3-14: Orbit Definitions in ReCon

Table 3.4: ReCon Delta-V Budget

Delta-V Definition Number of Burns
Commissioning From parking orbit to GOM orbit 1
Reconfiguration From GOM(ROM) to ROM(GOM) N = (Total number of recon-

figurations during lifetime)
Station-keeping Correct perturbations due to L = (Lifetime)*

air drag and solar radiation
Decommissioning From GOM to disposal orbit 1
*Annual total counted as once per year

To be more specific, commissioning AV is the change in velocity required to raise the

satellite from the parking orbit (hp) to GOM orbit (hRGT + Ah), as expressed in Equation

(3.8). The parking orbit altitude is assumed to be h,=185km (100 nautical miles), which can

be reached by most launch vehicles [60, 61], to be conservative.
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commission RE+hGT+A 4 E RE+hRGT+Ah RE+(hRGT+h+hp)/2)

RE-hp ~ E (RE hp RE+(hRGT+Ah+hp)/2) 8

Reconfiguration AV is the change in velocity required to transfer the satellite from GOM

(hRGT+ Ah) to ROM (hRGT) or vice versa and calculated from Equation (3.9).

AV - IE 21E (R+h2
reconfig - RE+hRGT+h~ E ERGT+6h RE+hRGT+Ah/2)

-E __ G[+ RE+RGT E RE+hRGT RE+hRGT+tAh/2

Equation (3.10) states that the station-keeping AV compensates for air-drag and solar

radiation pressure (SRP). Velocity loss due to air drag, or AV required to compensate for it, is

given in Equation (3.11); CD is the drag coefficient of the satellite (typically 2.2); A is the

cross-sectional area; p is the atmospheric density; m is the satellite mass; and V is its velocity.

The quantity m/CDA is often defined as a ballistic coefficient, and an object with a higher

ballistic coefficient can overcome air resistance better in flight [57]. The atmospheric density

is an exponentially decaying function of altitude and the orbital velocity is proportional to the

square root of the sum of Earth radius and altitude. Therefore, the altitude (h) which

maximizes the multiplication of two, p(h) RE + h, is selected between hRGT and hRGT+ IAh

for a conservative estimation. Delta-v for solar radiation pressure (SRP) is set to be 30m/s per

year, which is the upper boundary in LEO suggested by literature [62]; because the SRP is

independent of altitude, it is assumed to be constant.

LVstationkeeping = AVairdrag + AVsolar (3.10)

11TCDA T(CDA
6 Vairdrag = -paV = - PE(RE + h)

= (cDAa maxtp(hRGT)VRE + hRGTp(hRGT + Ah)VRE+ hRGT + Ah) (3.11)

AVsoiar = 30 m/s/yr (3.12)
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Decommissioning AV transfers the satellite in GOM to a decommissioning orbit which is

an ellipse with the apogee altitude RE + hRGT and the perigee altitude hD. The perigee

altitude, or disposal altitude, is set to be hD=50km.

PE(2E-21 (3.13)
A Vdecommission RE+hRGT+Ah RE+hRGT+Ah RE+(hRGT+hD)/2

Thus, total AV is the summation of all components multiplied by number of burns, given

by Equation (3.14).

AVtotai = AVcommission + A Vdecommission + L Vstationkeeping + Nreconf ig AVreconf (3.14)

3.4.2 Reconfiguration Time

The reconfiguration time is defined as the period from the target identification to the

alignment of round tracks in GOM and ROM. The duration of a Hohmann transfer was

assumed to be negligible compared to the waiting time for alignment. If the NRGT altitude is

a + Aa and the RGT altitude is a, the difference of periods of the two orbits is given by:

AT = 27( (a+Aa)3 - ) (3.15)
I-E I'E

If Aa > 0, a satellite in the NRGT orbit will take a longer time to complete a revolution

than a satellite in the RGT orbit. This lagging causes a westward drift of the NRGT orbit

relative to the ground-fixed RGT. The distance by which the NRGT deviates from the RGT

at equator after one orbit is:

Ad = (&E - .)REAT (3. 16)

For an orbit in which a satellite orbits around the Earth N, times in ND days (r = NP/ND),

the deviating distance along the surface occurring in ND days is:
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NpAd = NP(WE - .f)REAT (3.17)

Suppose that the NRGT orbit plane has to move by an angular distance (longitudinal

difference) of Aqp measured along the equator to align with its corresponding RGT orbit

plane. Then, the required time for reconfiguration in days is given by

T _ 2REp _ 2REA9 A (3.18)
R Ngod Ng(oE-)21RE( (a+Aa) 3- ) N(oE-h)( (a+Aa)3

ME E E P~E E

Figure 3-15 shows a sample constellation with six orbit planes near T=1/15 RGT orbits.

The orbit planes in GOM are 600apart from each other as defined by Walker patterns. The

ground track is assumed to pass through (0, 0) in the latitude-longitude plot. The other

equator crossings are 240 (=3600/15) apart from one another. The figure describes a case

where the satellites have just missed (0, 0), (60, 0), (120, 0), (180, 0), (240, 0), and (300, 0)

which are possible transfer locations from GOM to ROM. The angular distance Acp differs

amongst equator crossings, either 240 or 120, meaning that some satellites are well-

conditioned and others are ill-conditioned. The worst-case traverse angle was obtained by

averaging Ap over all possible longitudes of target locations. In the case described here, the

average Ap is approximately 180.

max = 24deg Apmin = 12deg

c.1)20

0 x x x x x x
Ax *x RGT

" -20- o NRGT -

-30 0 60 120 180 240 300 360
Longitude (deg)

Figure 3-15: Traverse Angle from GOM to ROM
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3.5 Propulsion Module

The Propulsion module is tasked with computing both the propellant mass (propellant_

mass) and the dry mass of the propulsion subsystem (prop dry mass) from the propellant

type (prop), delta-v (delta v) and the satellite dry mass (deltav). The prop variable in

the design vector specifies the type of propulsion system, either cold gas or monopropellant.

The Propulsion module is highlighted in the ReCon DSM in Figure 3-15.

Figure 3-16 defines the mass composition of a satellite. From the perspective of the

Propulsion module, the total mass of a satellite consists of non-propulsion subsystem dry

mass (mdry,no prop), propulsion subsystem dry mass (mdryprop), and propellant mass (mp).

Non-propulsion subsystem dry mass is then subdivided into non-optics subsystem mass

(mdry,no optics) and optics subsystem mass (moptics), which was calculated in the Optics

module.

msat = mdry,no prop + mdry,prop + p = Mdry,no optics + Moptics + mdry,prop + my (3.19)

Figure 3-16: Propulsion Module in ReCon DSM
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Mtank

Mdry,no prop = Mdry, optics+ mdryno optics Mdry, prop = Mtank + EMp

mdry =m Mdry, no prop+ mdry, prop

msat =mdry+m P

Figure 3-17: Satellite Mass Composition

The propulsion subsystem dry mass (mdry,prop) is comprised of the tankage mass (mtank)

and some additional mass for propellant feed and thruster which is taken as a fixed

percentage of the propellant mass as shown below:

mdry,prop = mtank + E mp (3.20)

Where E accounts for the additional hardware required for propellant feed control and the

thrusters. An empirical fit is used to estimate the tank mass for high pressure cold gas

systems and that for liquid monopropellant systems, which are plotted in Figure 3-17 and

Figure 3-18, respectively [13, 58, 59, 60, 61]. The tank data comes from a variety of

spacecraft propellant tank manufacturers and spans many orders of magnitude in terms of

propellant capacity. The cold gas propellant tank data assumes a 4500 psi storage pressure

and composite overwrapped pressure vessel (COPV) construction. Data is from ATK,

Worthington Cylinders and HyperComp Engineering. For validation, an empirical relation is

used from SMAD for 4500 psi composite pressure vessels which shows a fairly good fit for

the higher volume tanks, but overpredicts mass for the smaller tanks. The liquid

monopropellant tank data contains both tanks with propellant management devices (PMD)

and internal diaphragms from ATK and EADS Astrium. Also included are two empirical fits

from SMAD which fit the power law well over the range of propellant capacity in available

database.
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Figure 3-18: Cold Gas Propellant Tank Data and Curve Fit [13, 63, 64, 65]

0.01 0.1 1 10

Propellant Capacity (cu m)

Figure 3-19: Liquid Monopropellant Tank Data and Curve Fit [13, 63, 66]
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The empirical tank relationships are then:

Cold Gas: mtanlk = 61.67008008 X (Vtank)0.59388550

Liquid Monopropellant: mtank = 38.70613193 X (Vtank)o.59162887

(3.21)

(3.22)

The required tank propellant volume is also given by the mass of the propellant, my,

divided by the propellant storage density, Pprop:

Vtank = mP
Pprop

(3.23)

Next, the rocket equation is used to relate the initial mass to the final mass after all

propellant is depleted as a function of the specific impulse of the propulsion system and the

required mission delta-v:

mO = (mo - mp)eAV/ ISP

mdry + mdry,prop + M = (mary + mdry,propleV/9 IsP

mdry + mtank + E mP + m = (mary + mtank + E mp)eAV/g ISP

(3.24)

(3.25)

(3.26)

The tank mass relations can then be added in for cold gas:

0.59388550

mdry + 61.67008008 x ( p' 1 + E m, + m,
Pprop

= may+ 6 1.67008008 x (,m' )03850+ E my) eAV/9 ISP (3.27)

And for liquid monopropellant:

mdry + 38.70613193 x
0.59162887\Pprop

+ E m, + m, =

(mary + 38.70613193 x ( mp )0.59162887Pprop
+ E mP) e AV/9 ISP
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These relations are then solved to yield propellant mass (mp) for a given non-propulsion

bus dry mass (mdry) using a Newton solver. Note that gaseous nitrogen was assumed for

cold-gas implementation with a specific impulse of 65 seconds and a density of 302.18kg/m3

at 4500 psi and 300K. For monopropellant, hydrazine was assumed with a specific impulse of

220 seconds and a density of 1021kg/m3 at 400 psi and 300K.

3.6 Constellation Properties Module

The Constellation Properties module is tasked with computing the satellite dry mass

(s at drymass : mdry), the total constellation mass (cons t mas s), and the estimated cross-

sectional area of the satellites (area) from the number of planes, the number of satellites,

optics mass, propulsion subsystem dry mass, and propellant mass.

Figure 3-20: Constellation Module in ReCon DSM

The bus dry mass

historical observation

is computed using a curve fitted to the primary aperture diameter of

satellite data as shown in Figure 3-21 [56].
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Figure 3-21:

The power law
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Bus Dry Mass without Payload vs. Optics Aperture Diameter

for Historical Earth Observation Missions [56]

curve fit shows good fit to the data and yields the following relation for the

including the optical payload mass, as a function of the aperture diameter,

mdry,no optics = 6.58105791D1. 0 2 9 69 1 64 (3.29)

The dry mass is then added to the optical payload, propellant subsystem dry mass, and

propellant mass to yield the total mass of a single satellite:

msat = mdry,no optics + moptics + mdry,prop + mp (3.30)

where moptics is calculated by the optics module, and mary,prop and my are calculated by the

propulsion module. The total constellation mass is then computed as:

mconst = msat x nplanes X nsats (3.31)

where nplanes is the number of planes in the initial Walker constellation (P in the Walker

notation) and nsats is the number of satellites in each initial Walker plane.
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The cross-sectional area of the satellite is then computed knowing the total satellite mass,

assuming a spherical geometry and a satellite density parameter. The area will be used by the

maneuvers module to predict atmospheric drag AV and is given by:

(3.32)A = c (3 msat 3

(47 Psat)

The density of the satellite, Psat, is assumed to be 500kg/m3 [67].

3.7 Single-Run Example

After integrating all modules, a one-time simulation was run as an example with a set of

inputs summarized in Table 3.5.

Table 3.5: Example ReCon Design

MATLAB Name Value Units
Design nk 15/1 -

Variables delta alt +40 km

n planes 3

n sats 3

Regard 40 0

Prop 2 (monopropellant) -
Constraints min alt 350 km

max alt 1200 km

max regard 50
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This constellation design corresponds to a design vector of:

- Satellite revolutions per day NP/ND- -15/1-
Altitude difference (km) Ah 40
Number of orbit planes nplanes 3

Number of satellites per plane nsats 3
Field of regard (0) 77 40

Propellant type . prop - - 2 -

Given these parameters, the resulting objectives vector and the constraints vector are then

computed as:

[ GOM revisit time (s) ~ r 3048'

J~x) W ROM revisit time (s) 19559 (334)
Constellation mass (kg) 17422

.Reconfiguration time (day)] . 3.95 ]

Violation of minimum altitude constraint
Violation of maximum altitude constraint

g(x) = Violation of maximum field of regard constraint
Violation of maximum aperture diameter constraint

Violation of maximum propellant mass ratio .

hmin - min{hRGT,hRGT + Ah} - -116
max{hRGT, hRGT + Ah) - hmax -654

S- 17max = -27.9 (3.35)
D - Dmax -0.665
m l max -0.028-

mdry+mp

The objectives vector, J(x), means that the constellation has a regional coverage revisit

time of 3048 seconds (0.847 hours), a global revisit time of 19559 seconds (5.433 hours), a

total mass of 17,422kg and a reconfiguration time between GOM and ROM of 3.95 days. In

this example, coverage duration for GOM and ROM were not included in the objectives

vector, but the metrics can be included in or excluded from the objectives vector as

necessary. The constraints vector, g(x), has only negative entries, which show that all

inequality constraints are satisfied.
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3.8 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, a ReCon simulation model to predict the constellation mass and performance

was described. In particular, this MATLAB model interacts with STK to compute the

coverage performance, such as revisit time and observation duration, with high accuracy. The

reconfiguration time and delta-v are calculated from the principles of astrodynamics. The

database of previous Earth observation missions was used to estimate the mass of each

subsystem from payload dimensions. Thus, these components constitute a "forward

problem," whose boundary is represented by dashed lines in Figure 3-22, which is wrapped

by an optimizer. The next chapter will discuss how a wide variety of optimization techniques

are applied to this model to find optimal ReCon reconfigurations.

Design Vector
X1i Simulation Model

X2 aesin: vctor 0 Propulsion
.I 111-

prOnma econn Objectives Vector

opi-M 6qttr esochrl

Figure 3-22: ReCon Optimization Framework
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Chapter 4

ReCon Optmization

As the ReCon framework was refined, optimization of the ReCon design was performed

concurrently for a single-layered ReCon. The term "single-layer" is defined as a constellation

characteristic such that all satellites have orbits with an identical altitude, eccentricity, and

inclination. If the orbits of satellites are grouped into multiple sets of these orbital elements,

the constellation is considered to be "multi-layered," which can be further specified into

double-layered, triple-layered, etc. For simplicity, the scope of this thesis is confined to the

single-layered case.

A design of experiments (DOE) was first conducted to gain insights regarding the effects

of ReCon design variables on the objectives. After that, heuristic optimization methods

including the simulated annealing (SA) and the genetic algorithm (GA) were applied to find

optimal designs for a single-objective case where all figures of merit are merged to single

utility. The problem was then extended to a multi-objective problem to obtain a set of non-

dominated designs along the Pareto front.

4.1 Design of Experiments

An initial exploration of the design space was carried out using Latin hypercube sampling

(LHS). Amongst a variety of DOE techniques, LHS was chosen because it requires a lower

number of computations compared to others. LHS divides the design space into I divisions

(levels of value) for each of n factors (variables) and combines them in a random (non-

reproducible) manner. A square grid containing samples is called a Latin square if and only if

there is only one sample in each row and each column [68], as illustrated in Figure 4-1 where
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the design space consists of two factors with four levels each. This can be extended to a

multidimensional distribution, where there is only one sample in a hyperplane in each axis.

B4

B3

B2

Al A2 A3

Figure 4-1: Latin Hypercube with Two Factors

A
A4

(A, B) and Four Levels (1, 2, 3, 4)

In a single-layered ReCon problem, five factors were used as established in the framework

because the sixth variable (propellant) type had been frozen as monopropellant. Table 4.1

shows the factors and levels used for the experiment. Four levels were chosen for the n/k

ratio, number of planes, and number of satellites per plane; eight levels for the Walker

altitude difference and FoR to achieve a finer resolution; therefore, a total of 4096

combinations are possible. The selections were made to cover the range of likely design

variable inputs for optimization. Due to the way LHS is implemented, the number of levels

of a given factor must be an integer multiple of the number of levels of any other factor

(hence the choice of 4 and 8 levels).

Table 4.1: Factors and Levels used in Latin Hypercube Sampling

RGT ratio N nk [31/2, 15/1, 29/2, 14/1] -
Altitude difference between A deltaalt [-40, -30, -20, -10, 10, km
Walker and RGT 20, 30, 40]
Number of planes P n planes [1, 2, 3, 4]
Number of satellites per plane S n sats [2, 3, 4, 5]

Field of regard R Regard [5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 0
_____ ____ ____ ____ __ __ ____ ____ ____ 35, 40] _ _ _

A Latin hypercube sample of 100 design points was created using a MATLAB built-in

function, lhsdes ign. The combinations were saved to a spreadsheet that the ReCon model

referenced when evaluating the design points. At each point, the model output the four
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figures of merit of interest: ROM revisit time, GOM revisit time, constellation mass, and

reconfiguration time. Table 4.2 shows the main effects of the levels of each factor, where

blue boxes and red boxes indicate the level of a given factor that has the greatest effect in a

positive direction and in a negative direction, respectively. Note that all metrics listed in

Table 4.2 are better if their values are smaller. The same result is illustrated in Figure 4-2 for

better understanding.

Table 4.2: Main Effects from Latin Hypercube Sampling with 100 Design Points
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Figure 4-2: Results from Latin Hypercube Sampling
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The following trends can be observed from the LHS results:

- As the RGT ratio (Np/ND, the number of satellite periods per day) decreases, the mass

of the entire constellation increases because more propellant is required (i) to raise

the altitude of satellites from the parking orbit to higher altitudes at the beginning of

life and (ii) to lower the altitude to the disposal orbit. Reconfiguration time also

increases as the RGT ratio increases because there are fewer locations where

reconfiguration can occur. Similar increasing trends were observed in ROM revisit

time and GOM revisit time, but the positive correlation was not strong.

- High altitude difference increases both ROM revisit time and GOM revisit time

because a satellite has to orbit along a longer trajectory with a lower orbit velocity,

which leads to a longer orbit period. The constellation mass decreases as altitude

difference increases, mainly due to lower atmospheric drag and subsequent reduction

in propellant mass. The reconfiguration time decreases as the absolute value of

altitude difference increases because a greater deviation from the Walker altitude

makes the orbit plane drift faster.

- Both ROM revisit time and GOM revisit time (to a lesser extent) decrease when the

number of planes decreases and the number of satellites per plane increases.

- Increasing the FoR decreases the constellation mass.

From these trends, the following recommendations can be made regarding a starting point

for optimization algorithms:

- The number of revolutions per day should be large.

- The altitude difference from the Walker constellation should be large.

- The satellites should be distributed in a small number of orbit planes.

- The FoR should be large.

By satisfying these initial conditions, the starting point could be located as close to optima

as possible to save computation time and improve the quality of solutions.
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4.2 Single-Objective Optimization

The result from the DOE was used as a starting point for the optimization algorithms.

Gradient-based methods were deemed inappropriate for the ReCon design optimization

problem due to its large design space, nonlinearity, non-convexity (local minima), and

combinatorial (discrete) variables. Therefore, heuristics (or metaheuristics) were considered,

which refer to a computational method as a rule of thumb that will improve a design vector

over the design space to achieve a desired quality [70]. Amongst a wide variety of heuristics

depicted in Figure 4-3, simulated annealing (SA) and genetic algorithm (GA) were

implemented for the single-objective optimization of a ReCon design. Both SA and GA are

nature-inspired algorithms but have distinctive characteristics, as explained in Table 4.3. SA

perturbs a design vector according to an explicit cooling schedule whereas GA has a schedule

implicit in genome reproduction [71]. Also, SA tends to require relatively less iteration while

GA produces a better-optimized solution, which will be discussed in more detail in the

following sections.

Dynamic objective function

Figure 4-3: Heuristic Methods [70]
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Table 4.3: Comparison of Simulated Annealing and Genetic Algorithm

SimulfeoAn Mal 6e t,, Algorithm (GA)
Entity Individual design Population of designs

Memory No Yes
Type Direct Implicit

4.2.1 Simulated Annealing

Simulated Annealing (SA) is a heuristic [72] named and inspired by annealing in metallurgy,

which is a cooling technique to increase the crystal sizes and reduce their defects by letting

atoms settle down to a minimum energy state. SA attempts to computationally mimic this

physical phenomenon through perturbing the initial (or previous) configuration and accepting

the new configuration with a probability dependent upon both energy difference and the

system temperature. It is the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm that determines whether or not to

accept a new configuration. A lower-energy configuration will always be accepted; on the

other hand, a higher-energy configuration will be accepted only if the acceptance probability

in Equation (4.1) is greater than a random number between 0 and 1, as illustrated in Figure 4-

4 [64].

P(j) = exp(-AEj/T) (4.1)

,~ N Flpfnp initim~] I Evlulate I

v Metropolis
Step

Figure 4-4: Simulated Annealing Flow Diagram [73]
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In the equation above, even if the new configuration has higher energy, i.e., positive

energy difference (AEj > 0), it is likely to be accepted in earlier stages because the high

system temperature (T) makes the acceptance probability high. As a cooling schedule

decreases the system temperature in a controlled way, however, the acceptance probability

also decreases, making the acceptance harder. In a nutshell, SA initially searches a wide

design space by allowing configurations that appear inferior at first glance, but it behaves like

a steepest-gradient method in the end to narrow down to a local minimum.

The SA optimizer was implemented by modifying the SA codes provided on the MIT

Stellar course website, as seen in Figure 4-5 [67, 68]. The evaluation function is the ReCon

simulation model discussed in Chapter 3. The perturbation function perturbs all or part of the

elements in a design vector: RGT ratio, altitude difference, number of orbit planes, number of

satellites per plane, FoR, and propellant type. The propellant type is fixed as monopropellant,

so up to five design variables can be perturbed at once. In this implementation, two variables

were perturbed at once because experimentation showed that it was optimal.

Initial Configuration Best Configuration

x SA.m xbest Ebest
Simulated Annealing

Option Flags Algorithm_ History
options xhist

x E x x'

evaluation perturbation
function function

file _eval.m AePerturb.m

Figure 4-5: Simulated Annealing MATLAB Function Block Diagram [67]

The allowable range of each variable and its initial value are listed in Table 4.4. The initial

values were chosen according to recommendations from DOE: the minimum height, the

lowest altitude difference, smallest number of planes and satellites, and the greatest FoR. The

SA tuning parameters are summarized in Table 4.5 along with their rationales. The cooling

schedule is such that the temperature decreases by a factor of ten at each step to expedite the

system convergence.
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Table 4.4: Design Variable Range and Initial Values in SA

RGT Ratio
nk

31/2 to 13/1
(Low to high altitude)

Discrete
(decrement of 0.5)

Altitude Difference -200km to 200km Continuous -200kmdelta alt
Number of Planes 2 to 9 Integer 2n planes

Number of Satellites per 1 to 5 Integer 1
Plane, n sats 1_to_5_Integer__

Field of Regard 50 to 500 Continuous 500
Regard___________________

Propellant Type 2 (monopropellant) Integer 2prop._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Table 4.5: SA Tuning Parameters

SA Parameters Values Rationale

To - initial system See Table 4.8 Guarantees a good initial sampling of the design
temperature space by satisfying exp(-E(xo)/ To)> 0.99

Cooling Schedule Exponential Proven to be effective in terms of the optimality of
the final result and computation time

dT -Temperature dT= Tk+ / Tk This value was shown to be effective in terms of the
Cooling Rate =0.1 optimality of the final result and computation time
Equilibrium 20 evaluations Ensures that enough configurations are evaluated

Condition before moving to the next temperature state
Freezing 3 evaluations Ensures that freezing occurs near the optimal

Condition solution

The single-objective fitness function was defined as a weighted sum of individual figures

of merit and penalty terms of constraint violation:

F(x) = Z ! 1 sji(x) + g , cjh;(x)

where x is the design vector; J's are figures of merit; and h's are constraint violations, which

are zero if there is no violation and positive if there is any violation. The figures of merit and

the constraints are summarized in Table 4.6. Note that J, is defined as the negative of GOM

coverage because we seek to maximize coverage and minimize the other FOMs. Also, GOM

coverage is used instead of GOM revisit time analyzed in DOEs in order to Both the FOMs

and constraint violations are weighted and scaled to transform different physical values into a
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single objective. In the first term in Equation (4.2), each FOM is multiplied by the

corresponding scaling factor (si) and weight (wi), as shown in Table 4.7. Scaling factors are

used to prevent domination of one FOM over others by converting them to approximately the

same order of magnitude. Weights balance the relative importance of the four FOMs. To

reiterate, we want to minimize the objective (fitness) here.

Table 4.6: Single-objective Fitness Function

FOM Definition Constraint Weighting
Ji (-1) x GOM coverage (%) h Minimum altitude

J2 ROM revisit time (s) h2 Maximum altitude

J3 System mass (kg) h4 Maximum aperture

J4 Reconfiguration time (day) h5 Maximum propellant
mass fraction

Table 4.7: Fitness Function Objectives

FOM Typical Value Scaling Factor (si) Weighting (w)

J1 -5 0.5 0.25

J2  1000 0.001 0.25

J3 10000 0.0001 0.3

J4 2 1 0.2

Table 4.8: Fitness Function Constraints

Constraint Value Scaling Factor (c ) Gain (g)

Minimum altitude 350km 0.01

Maximum altitude 120km 0.001 Values from
Maximum aperture 1.8m 1 0.001 to 1000
Maximum propellant mass 0.3 100 experimented
fraction

The second term in Equation (4.2) is a penalty term imposed on constraint violations.

When the amount of violations increases, the penalty also increases. This penalty term is

necessary because (1) design solutions with large constraint violations are less favorable or

(2) the uncertainty increases outside the range where our assumptions of governing equations

are valid. The amount by which each constraint is violated, h;, is multiplied by a relative scale

factor c; and a global gain g, as summarized in Table 4.8. Because we want to minimize the

overall fitness, large constraint violation will result in a higher overall objective (fitness)
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which is undesirable, even if the objective part itself might be small. The relative scale

factors force the constraints to be of approximately the same order of magnitude. The gain g

can be tuned to adjust the optimizer's navigation behavior in the design space, which will be

discussed in more depth later.

A sample SA run is illustrated in Figure 4-6 with these simulation settings: on the left side

is the convergence history where the optimizer navigates through a large design space in the

beginning, and converges to an optimum in the end; on the right side is the plot of SA

convergence parameters. At each temperature step, temperature decreases exponentially. The

specific heat hints at the nature of the solution, whose peak suggests a change in the nature of

the solution configuration, namely a "phase change."

SA convergence history Simulated Annealing Evolution
600 _ _ . _ _ _ 15

* current configuration o C-specific heat
500 * new best configuration a S-entropy

> 400 0o ln(T)-temperature
C:

L 300 5-

* - 0
100 * * -

0 -- 5
0 50 100 150 200 250 1 2 3 4 5 6

Iteration Number Temperature Step
(a) SA Fitness (Energy) Convergence (b) SA Convergence Parameters

Figure 4-6: Simulated Annealing Simulation History (Gain = 10)

More simulations were performed as the global gain g for constraint violations was

varied from 0.001 to 1000, as summarized in Table 4.9. When the gain is small, from 0.001

to 0.1, the optimized solution violates constraints because the penalty is discounted; however,

when the gain is larger, the optimizer tries to avoid violating the constraints because the

incurred penalty will be significantly amplified. It has been found that a high value of gain

improves not only the optimality of a solution, as seen by a low normalized fitness in Table

4.9, but also improves the convergence speed, as illustrated in Figure 4-7.
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Table 4.9: Tuning of Constraint Gain in Simulated Annealing

0.01 1.59 1.47 0.12 12.42 13.89
0.1 1.53 1.50 0.03 0.36 1.85
1 2.27 2.27 0 0 2.27

10 1.71 1.71 0 0 1.71
100 1.75 1.75 0 0 1.75

1000 1.46 1.46 0 0 1.46
* Fitness or objective = XFOM + Gain x E Penalty
** Normalized Fitness = Z FOM+ ZPenalty

10 5

10

10

10

104

0

0.001 1.24 1.22 0.02 21.33 22.56

50 100 150 200 250
Iteration

Figure 4-7: Simulated Annealing Fitness History

The table above also shows that the case with the greatest gain (1000) has the most

optimal solution with a normalized fitness of 1.46. The ReCon configuration with this fitness

value has a 15/1-RGT orbit, an altitude difference of 49.6km, 5 orbit planes, 2 satellites per

plane, and a field of regard of 46.8'. All boundary constraints seem to be inactive, but the

range of variables will be readjusted in the next chapter to confirm this. The figures of merit

are provided in Table 4.6.
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Table 4.10: Optimal ReCon Design from SA

RUTi Ratio
nk

2 Inactive GOM area coverage 2.89%

Altitude
Difference 49.6km Inactive ROM revisit time 1609s
delta alt

Number of Planes 5 Inactive Constellation mass 26276kg
nplanes___________

Number of
Satellites per 2 Inactive Reconfiguration time 3.17 days

Plane, n sats I I _I

Field of Regard 46.80 Inactive
regard

4.2.2 Genetic Algorithm

In addition to SA, a genetic algorithm (GA) was implemented by modifying the GA code

provided on the Stellar course website [74]. GAs mimic the process of natural selection,

where individuals are fighting for survival in the population. Only the "fittest" can survive

and reproduce, improving the entire population over generations. The optimization routine

terminates when the maximum number of generations GAs differ from other traditional

optimization methods in that: they search a population of design points, not a single design;

and they operate on an encoding of design variables (genotype) instead of variables

themselves (phenotype). Figure 4-8 illustrates the GA flow diagram [75] and the state of

design variables in each step.
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Initialize Population (initialization)

Select individual for mating (selection)

Mate individuals and produce children (crossover)

Mutate children (mutation)

Insert children into population (insertion)

Are stopping criteria satisfied ?

Finish Phenotype (decoded)
Genotype (encoded)

Figure 4-8: Genetic Algorithm Flow Diagram [75]

In this GA implementation, the chromosomes are encoded into binary schemas using two

bases of 0 and 1. The design variables are given a varying number of bits corresponding to

the range of permissible values as well as whether or not the variables are continuous or

discrete, as summarized in Table 4.11. The number of bits chosen for the integer variables

ensures that there is no error when encoding and decoding; while this could have potentially

been accomplished with fewer bits, 4 bits are chosen so that there would be enough length to

effectively accomplish crossover and mutations. Two continuous variables use 12 bits each

so that the encoding and decoding error is small. Note that the entire range of variables was

adjusted from that used in SA. This is to ensure that GA can quickly find local minima

unaffected by active constraints.

The selection process uses a roulette wheel selection scheme. A crossover rate of 0.95 and

a mutation rate of 0.001 were used along with a population of 50. Experimentation has shown

that higher mutation rates often lead to poor convergence because new, mutated species are

continually injected into the population; lower mutation rates with a small population also

provide sub-optimal solutions because the population converges homogeneously to a sub-

optimal solution too quickly.
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Table 4.11: Design Variable Chromosome Parameters

Max Encode / Decode
IDesign Variable Range Type Bits Err(boue

RGT Ratio 31/2 to 14/1 Integer 4 N/A
nk _ _ _ _ _ _

Altitude Difference -100 to 100 Continuous 12 0.097
delta alt_______

Number of Planes 2 to 7 Integer 4 N/A
n planes

Number of Satellites 1 to 7 Integer 4 N/A
per Plane, n sats

Field of Regard 5 to 60 Continuous 12 0.011
Regard

Propellant Type 2 Integer 4 N/A
prop

Figure 4-9 shows the convergence history of the population mean fitness, and Figure 4-10

illustrates the fitness of the best individual, whose values are summarized in Table 4.12. If

the constraint gain is too small (0.001), the constraint violation is discounted and the resultant

solution is sub-optimal. If the gain is too high, the solution is also sub-optimal, so the most

optimal solution was found when the gain is 0.1. It is also noteworthy that the convergence of

the population mean fitness and the best individual was both obtained earlier when the

constraint gain was lower.

10 4

Cl)
C

U-

0)

1

1

1

1
0 10 20 30 40 50

Generation

Figure 4-9: Genetic Algorithm Mean Fitness History
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Figure 4-10: Genetic Algorithm Minimum Fitness History

Table 4.12: Tuning of Constraint Gain in Genetic Algorithm

0.001 1.135 1.117 0.018

50

18.14 19.25
0.1 1.382 1.382 0 0 1.382
10 1.473 1.473 0 0 1.473

1000 1.543 1.543 0 0 1.543
* Fitness or objective EFOM + Gain x Z Penalty
** Normalized Fitness = Z FOM+ EPenalty

Table 4.13 summarizes the optimal ReCon design obtained when the constraint gain was

0.1. This configuration is very similar to the optimal ReCon design obtained from SA, except

the sign of altitude difference. GA produced a solution with negative altitude difference,

which compromised the GOM coverage performance but also reduced the constellation mass.

The ROM revisit time and reconfiguration time remained nearly the same.

Table 4.13: Optimal ReCon Design from GA

RGT Ratio 2 Inactive GOM area coverage 1.95%
Altitude Difference -54.7km Inactive ROM revisit time 1602s
Number of Planes 5 Inactive Constellation mass 21318kg

Number of Satellites 2 Inactive Reconfiguration time 2.93 days
Field of Regard 47.10 Inactive
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4.2.3 Comparison of SA and GA

Both SA and GA produce very similar ReCon configurations with 5 orbit planes, 2

satellites per plane, and a field of regard of 47'. Only the altitude difference differs in sign,

but the magnitudes are very close to each other. The solution from GA is more optimal (less

fitness value) than that from SA, but requires significantly more computation time. For a

desktop with Intel@ CoreTM i7-2600 CPU (3.40GHz) and 16.0 GB RAM, it takes around 6

hours to perform one run of GA optimization and 1 hour for SA. GA performs optimization

over a population of designs and SA optimizes a single design point, so the former requires

more iterations.

4.2.4 Sensitivity Analysis

A sensitivity analysis is conducted at the optimal design1415, x* = (15/1, -54.7, 5, 2,

47.1), by approximating the local gradient to the first order and normalizing it:

N-* -F/ON- * NF/8N- *

V. =x* 1 A OF/OA AOF/OA
VF = ) = PF o F/OP F= x)PF/Px) Fx) S OF/S F(x*)SF/S

R- .F/8R -RaF/R

-OF/ON-* -(F(N* + AN, A*, P, S*, R*) - F(N*, A*, P*, S*, R*))/AN-
aF/A (F(N*, A* + AA, P*, S*, R*) - F(N*, A*, P*, S*, R*))/AA

where OF/OP (F(N*,A*,P + AP,S*,R*) - F(N*,A*,P*,S*,R*))/AP (4.3)
OF/S (F(N*, A*, P*, S* + AS, R*) - F(N*, A*, P*, S*, R*))/AS

-aFl/R.- (F(N*, A*, pS*, R* + AR) - F(N*, A*, PS*, R*))/AR .

In the equation above, o is the entrywise product, also called the Hadamard product or the

Schur product [68]. Table 4.14 summarizes the sensitivity analysis results. It can be found

that the RGT ratio has the largest impact (highest sensitivity) while the number of planes

shows the second highest sensitivity. Because both variables have positive sensitivity values,

increasing these variables will reduce the optimality of a ReCon (remember that high fitness

is defined to be undesirable). The RGT ratio determines the RGT altitude, which plays a

significant role in sizing both the payload and the propulsion subsystem, driving overall

system mass. It makes intuitive sense that the number of satellites in the constellation would
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drive the objective function. The sensitivity of the altitude difference was negative at this

design point, which means that increasing this variable will improve the optimality.

Table 4.14: Sensitivity Calculation at the Optimal Solution from SOO

RGT Ratio (N) 0.5 1.382 2.343 1.922 20.87

Single-objective Normalized Sensitivity

RGT Ratio F

Altitude Difference

# Planes

# Sats per Plane --

Field of Regard

-0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

Figure 4-11: Normalized Sensitivity at the Optimal Solution from SOO
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4.3 Multi-Objective Optimization

In the previous sections, SA and GA were performed as single-objective optimization (SOO)

approaches in order to find a single-point optimal design. The obtained ReCon design was

optimal in that it maximizes its performance (or minimizes the fitness function). However,

SOO fails to clearly demonstrate the trade-offs, or tensions, amongst figures of merit because

all metrics are wrapped into a single value. Therefore, multi-objective optimization (MOO) is

required, where the objective is no longer a scalar, but a vector of objectives. The elements of

the objective vector are conflicting, but can easily be inspected and balanced on the objective

space.

The feasible designs from a domain in design space are correlated to a range in objective

space. Although all objective vectors are from feasible designs, of special interest for

designers are non-dominated solutions. In a non-dominated solution, one objective cannot be

improved unless at least one or more objectives are sacrificed. In Figure 4-12, the goal is to

maximize the first objective (FI) and minimize the second objective (F2), so the non-

dominated solutions are those that do not have any neighbors to their bottom and right

(towards the "utopia"). When the adjacent non-dominated points are connected each other,

the resulting boundary approximates the true Pareto front. As can be seen in the figure, all

Pareto-optimal points are non-dominated, but vice versa is not necessarily true, because of

the coarseness of design space.

F2
Obtain True
different
points for Pareto
differentweights Front

0

l ,- Approximated
Pareto Front

Utopia D ND PO

FF

Figure 4-12: Non-dominated (ND) Points and Pareto-Optimal (P0) Points [69]
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To sum up, the goal of MOO is to find the Pareto front, whereas SOO tries to find a single

optimal solution. Other differences are also summarized in Table 4.15. This section discusses

three MOO methods that were implemented: Adaptive Weighted Sum (AWS), Multi-

objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA), and Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II

(NSGA-II).

Table 4.15: Comparison of SOO and MOO

Objective Scalar Vector
Approach Scalarization Pareto Front

Designer Included a priori Included a posteriori

Preferences in form of weightings when investigating a family of
solutions in Pareto-optimal set

4.3.1 Multi-objective Definition

In order to turn the SOO problem into the MOO problem, some changes had to be made

in defining the objectives. Amongst the four FOMs (GOM coverage, ROM revisit time,

reconfiguration time, and constellation mass), reconfiguration time was redefined as a

constraint, whose allowable maximum was set to be 4 days. This value was set from

experimentation in order to allow a design space that is large enough. GOM coverage and

ROM revisit time were scaled and summed up as one objective (F1 ), whereas the mass of the

entire constellation mass (proxy of cost) was set as another objective (F2), resulting in a bi-

objective problem. The FOMs and constraints are explained in Table 4.16, and the two

objectives are defined in Equation (4.4).

Table 4.16: Multi-objective Fitness Function

FOM Explanation Constraint Weighting
Ji (-1) x (GOM coverage) h, Minimum altitude

J2 ROM revisit time h2 Maximum altitude

J3 Constellation mass h3  Maximum aperture

h4 Maximum propellant
4_ mass fraction

Maximum
reconfiguration time
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F1(x) = w 1si1f(x) + w 2 s2 ]2 (x) + g Z cLh1 (x)

F2 (x) = w3 s3J3 (x) + g V=1 cjh;(x) (4.4)

In calculating the values of two fitness functions, FOMs are penalized by the amount of

constraint violations as in Equation (4.4). The corresponding scaling factors and weights are

summarized in Table 4.17.

Table 4.17: Scaling and Weighting of FOMs

GOM area coverage (%)
ROM revisit time (s)
Constellation mass (kg)_

5 0.5 0.5
1000 0.001 0.5

10000 0.0001 I

4.3.2 Adaptive Weighted Sum

Adaptive weighted sum (AWS) is a variation of a weighted sum approach. The weighted sum

turns the objective vector into a scalar by multiplying weights whose sum is unity with each

element of the vector. By varying the weights and optimizing with these weights, solutions

on the Pareto front can be obtained. However, this approach has two major drawbacks:

* Evenly spaced weights among the objectives do not necessarily result in evenly

distributed solutions on the Pareto front. That is, solutions can be heavily

concentrated in some parts of the Pareto front while leaving gaps in other parts.

* The non-dominated solutions located on the non-convex parts of the Pareto front

cannot be located, because the weighted sum is often implemented as a convex

combination of objectives. Here, a convex combination refers to a linear combination

of points or vectors where all coefficients are non-negative and add up to 1, which is

often the case in real applications [76].
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F1(x) = w 1 sJ 1 (x) + w 2 s2J2 (x) + g Z cLh1 (x)

F2 (x) = w 3 s 3J3 (x) + g V=1 cj h1(x) (4.4)

In calculating the values of two fitness functions, FOMs are penalized by the amount of

constraint violations as in Equation (4.4). The corresponding scaling factors and weights are

summarized in Table 4.17.

Table 4.17: Scaling and Weighting of FOMs

GOM area coverage (%)
ROM revisit time (s)
Constellation mass (kg)

5 0.5 0.5
1000 0.001 0.5

10000 0.0001 1

4.3.2 Adaptive Weighted Sum

Adaptive weighted sum (AWS) is a variation of a weighted sum approach. The weighted sum

turns the objective vector into a scalar by multiplying weights whose sum is unity with each

element of the vector. By varying the weights and optimizing with these weights, solutions

on the Pareto front can be obtained. However, this approach has two major drawbacks:

* Evenly spaced weights among the objectives do not necessarily result in evenly

distributed solutions on the Pareto front. That is, solutions can be heavily

concentrated in some parts of the Pareto front while leaving gaps in other parts.

e The non-dominated solutions located on the non-convex parts of the Pareto front

cannot be located, because the weighted sum is often implemented as a convex

combination of objectives. Here, a convex combination refers to a linear combination

of points or vectors where all coefficients are non-negative and add up to 1, which is

often the case in real applications [76].
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Therefore, AWS is used to further refine the Pareto front obtained from the weighted sum.

The procedures for performing AWS when the goal is to minimize two objectives, F1 and F2 ,

simultaneously, are provided below.

- Step 1: Normalize the objective functions in the objective space.

_Fi - Fiv
Fi iN - Fiu

where x1 *, x2* are optimal solution vectors from single-objective optimization

Fu = [Flu, F2u]: Utopian point, Fiu = min{Fi(xl*), Fi(x 2*)}

FN = [F1N, F2N]: Non-utopian point, FN = max{Fi(xl*), Fi(x 2 *)} (4.5)

- Step 2: Perform MOO using the usual weighted sum approach. The uniform step size

can be obtained by dividing unity by the number of desired steps, ninitial. The

recommended value is between 3 and 10, so 5 is used here.

min aiF1(x) + (1 - ai)F2(x)

at E [0, 1], da = 1 /ninitial (4.6)

- Step 3: Delete adjacent solutions that almost overlap each other on the Pareto front.

- Step 4: Determine the number of refinements in each of the regions. More

refinements are required for the segment whose length is relatively long compared to

the average length of overall segments. In Equation (4.7), the range of C is [1, 2], in

which a large value of C is used if a small ninitiai, was used, to limit premature

convergence.

ni = Round(C ) (4.7)
Lavg

- Step 5: If ni ; 1, no further refinement is needed in that segment. If ni > 1,

determine the offset distances from the two end points of each segment.
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+- Step 5-1: Find the slope angle of the piecewise linearized secant line connecting

the two end points.

6 = tan-(- p ) (4.8)

+ Step 5-2: Select a distance along the secant line, S5 , and perform a sub-

optimization internally with the weighted sum method in each of the feasible

regions. The range of 6 is [0.05, 0.2] in the normalized objective space, and ag is

the relative weighting between objectives (6j =0.1 and ai = 0.67 used here).

min aiF1 (x) + (1 - a),F2(x)

s.t. F1 (x) ! Px - 61 = Px - S6cosO

P2(x) P' - 2= PY - Sjsine

h(x) = 0

g(x) 0

a; E [0, 1], Aai = 1/n (4.9)

Step 6: Compute the length of all segments between adjacent solutions. If all the

lengths are less than the tolerance, terminate the routine; otherwise, go to Step 4.

Figure 4-13 gives a pictorial summary of the aforementioned steps. The true Pareto front

is approximated by a piecewise linear segment, and the feasible region is defined by setting

constraints (blue lines) after advancing by 8j along the segment from the two ends. Under

these constraints, new solutions can be found.

F 2  F 2  F 2

P2  P2  P,

Piecewise linearized
Pareto front

51

True Pareto P P-
front (unknown) , - Newly obtained

solutions Feasible region

F1  F1  F1

Figure 4-13: Adaptive Weighted Sum (AWS) Approach
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To locate the Pareto front, "internal" optimization should be executed once for each point.

As the optimization method, GA was used because it has been shown to generate more

optimal solutions than SA. The GA routine used a population size of 50 and a mutation rate

of 0.0001, which are identical to the values used in SOO.

Because of high computation time, this AWS method could not be automated entirely.

The computation time ranged from 3 hours to more than a day, depending upon the

constellation size which tends to grow from the bottom and right to top and left. The interface

between MATLAB and STK often lost connections when the simulation lasted more than a

day. Therefore, the procedures were done in hands. For the same reasons, Step 3 and Step 4

were skipped in this "manual" version. The number of generations was adjusted from 15 to

60. A higher number of generations was used in the lower mass region to place the solution

as close to the true Pareto front as possible, and a lower number was used in the higher mass

region to reduce computation time. The Pareto front obtained from AWS is plotted in Figure

4-14, where the black dots and the red dots are from the weighted sum and the adaptive

weighted sum, respectively. To reiterate, F and F2 are the constellation performance and the

constellation mass, respectively, and both should be minimized here by definition.

RGT ratio, Altitude difference, [# Planes, # Sats], Field of regard,
Constellation mass, GOM coverage duration, ROM revisit time

1.2 - -

Anchor 14/1, 100km, [7, 7], 590 Nn-Utopia
Point #2 596670kg, 90.7%, 27s NaPoint

1 - 14/1, 42.1km, [7, 6], 55.40

323383kg, 62.6%, 218s

08

U.

0-6
E06

2
0.4

0.2

0

-0-

Utopia
I Point

0

/

/
-1

-

02

14/1, 94.5km, [3, 5], 57.3*
171713kg, 42.2%, 414s

29/2, 67.1km, [3, 5], 58.6*
114915kg, 23.8%, 954s

15/1, -44.0km, [3, 4], 57.3
43531kg, 5.83%, 1600s

- -31/2, -56.4km, [3, 41, 44.1*
14208kg, 0.848%, 3352s

31/2, 55.5km, [3, 2], 44.0*
- -9658kg, 0.782%, 6612s

Anchor 31/2, 50.9km, [2, 1], 5.48*
Point #1 1513kg, 0.002%, 57591s

0-4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2

Normalized Fi

Figure 4-14: Adaptive Weighted Sum (AWS) Results
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4.3.3 Multi-objective Genetic Algorithm

To double-check the AWS results and investigate the effect of tuning the constraint gain,

g, we also implemented a multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA). Compared to the

single-objective GA, MOGA uses a Pareto ranking scheme in order to assign the ordinal

rankings of a population when multiple objectives must be considered. If an individual x; in

generation t is dominated by pt() individuals, the individual's rank is given by [77]:

rank (xi, t) = 1 + p (4.10)

In Figure 4-15, for example, the goal is to minimize both fi and f2, so p) equals the

number of individuals which is in the bottom-left quadrant centered at xi. Non-dominated

individuals have a rank of 1.

f 2

:: t ............. 35
1 + +

............... ++

+1

fi

Figure 4-15: Multi-objective Ranking [77]

The individuals are grouped into fronts according to their ranks, and low-ranked fronts

have priority in being preserved by elitism. The elitism is an additional selection/filtering step

whereby only the top portion (5% used here) of "best-fit" designs are preserved without

being affected by crossovers or mutations. By updating this elite group in every generation,

the overall population gradually converges to the Pareto front, which is by definition the

"most fit" set.
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The chosen implementation of MOGA does not include "diversity preserving" schemes,

so the population tends to converge or "cluster" around a certain region of the Pareto front

due to the convergence of genomes as the GA iterates. To counteract this trend, we increased

the population size to 100 (50 in SOO), increased the mutation rate to 0.1 (0.001 in SOO),

and decreased the number of generations to 10 (50 in SOO). By increasing the "randomness"

via high population size and high mutation rate and terminating the optimization prematurely,

the diversity could be maintained.

Figure 4-16 shows the Pareto fronts obtained by varying the constraint gain. When the

gain increases, the solutions get better-fitted as they head toward the bottom left direction,

but the diversity also decreases due to clustering effects. Another drawback of MOGA is that

it can miss portions of the Pareto front even with a well-distributed initial population. In the

three cases plotted above, on average only 23 out of 100 individuals were located on the

Pareto front, making the front look quite sparse.

W

Pareto Front - MOGA
9

V 14/1, 53.3km[5,4], 40.9deg, 82527kg, 9.83%, 896s V g=0.01

8. RGT Altitude (Plane, Sat] FoR Constellation GOM ROM M g=1
difference mass coverage revisit A g100

7

6 a 15/1, 51.8km, [5,5], 44.l deg, 59495kg, 5.91%, 751s

(5-

(N

o 15/1, 54.8km, [3,2], 49.6deg, 18344kg, 4.53%, 2704s

3-
a 15/1, -46.8km, [3,3],47.2deg, 12816kg, 3.75%,2738s

2 15/1 -48.9km, [3,3}, 14.4deg, 8586kg, 0.67%, 4639s

1 15/1, -45.1km, [3, 2], 14.3deg, 5710kg., 0.07%, 6881s

V A 15/1, 53.6km, [3,1], 16.6deg, 3729kg, 0.07%, 13255s

0 ' 15/1, -136.1km, [2, 1),
2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12.8deg, 1968kg, 19176s

Obj1 : Performance

Figure 4-16: Pareto Fronts Obtained via MOGA

with Constraint Violation Gains Ranging from 0.01 to 100.
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4.3.4 Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II

The Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II (NSGA-II) is a non-domination-based

multi-objective genetic algorithm which improves on its predecessor (NGSA) by removing a

priori knowledge requirements and incorporating elitism [78]. The rank of each individual is

calculated as in MOGA, but a new parameter called crowding distance is also calculated in

addition to fitness value for each individual. The crowding distance measures how close an

individual is to its closest neighbor. This selection process filters the population based on the

rank and the crowding distance; an individual is selected when its rank is lower than others or

its crowding distance is greater than others if the ranks are the same. A high crowding

distance is preferred in order to spread out solutions along the Pareto front, thus preserving

diversity. A brief description of NSGA-II is given below:

- Step 1: Initialize the GA population of size N.

- Step 2: Sort the initialized population based on the non-domination of objectives and

assign a crowding distance to each individual of the entire population.

" Step 3: Carry out a binary tournament selection with a crowded-comparison-operator

to select better-fitted individuals to have their children. As mentioned earlier, two

individuals' ranks are compared first, and when the ranks are the same, their

crowding distances are compared.

- Step 4: Perform genetic operations including Simulated Binary Crossover (SBX) and

polynomial mutation, which mimic genetic crossovers and mutations in nature

(discrete) by generating random numbers (continuous) with appropriate distributions.

After the genetic operations, the offspring population of size N is created. More

specific details regarding SBX and polynomial mutation are provided in Appendix C.

- Step 5: The offspring (children) population is combined with the current population

(parents), making the population size twice the original or 2N. This mixed population

of parents and children is sorted into fronts with differing ranks.
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= Step 6: Low-ranked fronts are assigned to the new parent generation. If all the

individuals of the last non-dominated front cannot be included without exceeding the

population size, N, then the most-widely spread solutions are included.

= Step 7: Repeat from Step 2 to Step 6 until the Pareto front converges.

Figure 4-17 shows the Pareto front obtained from NSGA-II along with the design points

obtained from the adaptive weighted sum (AWS) and single-objective optimization (SOO).

The designs at anchor points are summarized in Table 4.18. NSGA-II exhibits a clustering

phenomenon when the constraint gain is relatedly high (g=I or g=100 compared to g=0.01),

but the solutions at higher gains were not necessarily more optimal on the entire Pareto front.
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(Fl, F2) = (-21, 61) Point
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Pareto Front - NSGA-II
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Figure 4-17: Pareto Fronts Obtained via NSGA-II
with Constraint Violation Gains Ranging from 0.01 to 100.
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Table 4.18: ReCon Configuration at Anchor Points

RGT ratio 31/2 (T*) 14/1 (1**)
Altitude difference 50km 200km (1)

Number of orbit planes 2 (j) 7 (T)
Number of sats per plane 1 (1) 7 (1)

Field of regard (0) 5.3 59 (1)
Fitness 1 28.80 -21.05
Fitness 2 0.1513 61.28

*Upper boundary reached
**Lower boundary reached

It is noteworthy that the solutions obtained via NSGA-II are nearly as optimal as those

from the AWS method. AWS generates solutions that are more optimal than those from

NSGA-11 only when the number of generations is large, which requires a great deal of

computation time. Nonetheless, adaptability of AWS to adjust the point locations at a

designer's will is still a strong advantage compared to multi-objective heuristics.

Figure 4-18 compares the Pareto fronts obtained by MOGA and NSGA-II. The biggest

difference between the two methods is diversity of the solutions. NSGA-II usually places the

entire population along the Pareto front, so it produces a Pareto front that is more dense and

continuous than that obtained by MOGA.

Pareto Front - NSGA-II
Pareto Front - MOGA .o,

-5 0 5
F, (Performance)

15

(a) Multi-objective genetic algorithm (b) Non-dominated sorting genetic

Figure 4-18: Pareto Front Calculated via Multi-objective Heuristics
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4.4 Sensitivity Analysis

A sensitivity analysis for MOO can be conducted similarly to that for SOO except that

the objective gradient is now replaced by the Jacobian matrix, as given in Equation (4.11).

The optimal design corresponding to a point on the Pareto front from AWS (a=0.4) was

chosen because it was a "knee" point where the cost per marginal performance starts to

increase.

-N N-*

_ [x*x* 1 A A
VF = o VF= P P

F (x*) F

-0F1 /dN aF2/8N-*
8F1/OA 8F2/8A

o 8F1 /P 0F2 /dP
0F1 /OS dF2 /dS

.8F 1/dR aF2/0R

F(x*)

N8F1 /8N NaF2/aN-*
AOF1/OA A8F2/dA
POF1 /OP PaF2 /8P
SF 1 /S s8F2 /as
ROF1 /OR ROF2 /aR .

(4.11)

As can be seen in the results in Table 4.19 and Figure 4-19, the RGT ratio has the greatest

effect on both the performance and mass of a ReCon. However, as for the secondary factors,

the constellation mass depends on the number of planes and the number of satellites per plane

(the product of the two is the total number of satellites), whereas the performance was

affected more by the altitude difference.

Table 4.19: Sensitivity Calculation at the Optimal Solution from MOO

RGT Ratio (N) 1.382 0.393 1.979 22.19
Altitude Difference (A) 10km 1.382 0.339 -0.104 -1.170
Number of Planes (P) 1 1.382 0.979 -0.403 -4.522

Number of Satellites (S) 1 1.382 2.062 0.680 7.630
Field of Regard (R) 5 1.382 1.023 -0.072 -0.806

Optimal Perturbed Normalized
Vaiale(a Solution Solutionl Sensitivity(VariablF(*)

RGT Ratio (N) 0.5 1.382 2.296 -1.526 -15.43
Altitude Difference (A) 10km 1.382 2.258 -1.450 -14.66
Number of Planes (P) 1 1.382 2.131 -1.196 -12.10

Number of Satellites (S) 1 1.382 1.888 -0.710 -7.184
Field of Regard (R) 50 1.382 1.829 -0.592 -5.986
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3 have similar aperture diameters, so identical payloads can be used in both configurations.

Likewise, any staging path can be found based on the commonalities of the satellite designs

while keeping the path itself as close to the Pareto front as possible.

Table 4.20: Selected ReCon Configurations along the Pareto Front

Configuration# 1 2 3 4 5
RGT ratio 31/2 31/2 31/2 15/1 29/2
(altitude) (353km) (353km) (353km) (505km) (667km)

Altitude difference +50.9km +55.5km -56.4km -44km +67.1km

# Orbit planes 2 3 3 3 3

# Sats per plane 1 2 4 4 5

Field of regard 5.480 44.00 44.10 57.30 58.60

GOM coverage 0.002% 0.782% 0.848% 5.83% 23.8%

ROM revisit time 57591s 6612s 3352s 1600s 954s

Constellation mass 1513kg 9658kg 14208kg 43531kg 114915kg

Walker altitude 404km 409km 297km 461km 734km

Aperture diameter 0.686m 0.964m 0.703m 3.85m 3.30m

Satellite mass 757kg 1610kg 1184kg 3268kg 7661kg
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Chapter 5

ReCon Case Studies

In this chapter, three ReCon applications are studied based on the modeling framework and

optimization techniques discussed in the previous chapters.

First, one of the optimal ReCon designs obtained earlier is revisited - one whose orbit

planes are rearranged differently from the normal Walker pattern in order to shorten the

reconfiguration time. The trade-off is analyzed to see whether this plane rearrangement

compromises other performances such as coverage duration and revisit time.

In the following section, Sun-synchronous orbits are considered, which entirely alter the

ReCon design space. This is a more realistic scenario because all Earth observation

constellations deployed so far have Sun-synchronous orbits to provide consistent illumination

conditions.

Finally, this chapter concludes with a small satellite implementation that can be launched

as secondary payloads to reduce manufacturing and launch costs.

Although the scope of these applications is restricted to single-objective optimization, this

analysis can be easily extended to multi-objective optimization.

5.1 Tailoring Reconfiguration Time

A normal Walker pattern distributes its orbit planes over a longitude range of 3600, with an

angular distance between neighboring planes (node interval, ARAAN) equal to 3600 divided

by the number of planes. The normal Walker pattern provides an even global coverage for

static constellations, but it may not provide the maximal responsiveness for ReCons because

the arrangement of orbit planes does not always minimize the reconfiguration time.
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Therefore, this section attempts to tailor the reconfiguration time of a ReCon by changing the

normal Walker pattern.

Let us consider a sample ReCon design whose ROM has an RGT orbit such that satellites

orbit the Earth 15 times a day (RGT ratio of 15/1). The equator crossings of RGT are 240

(=3600+15) apart from each other, as represented by red axes in Figure 5-1. Suppose that this

ReCon has 6 orbit planes, and a normal Walker pattern will distribute them along the

longitude range of 3600with a node interval (ARAAN) of 600 (=360o+6). The orbit planes and

equator crossings are represented with blue lines and blue circles, respectively, in Figure 5-1.

Initially, satellites are in GOM and their orbit planes (blue lines) are drifting to the direction

dependent on the sign of altitude difference; if the altitude difference is greater than zero, the

GOM ground tracks will drift westward. The satellites can reconfigure to ROM when the

equator crossings of GOM orbits (non-repeating ground track) and ROM orbits (repeating

ground track) are coincident, which happens at longitudes of 00, 1200, and 2400.

As a worst case, suppose that the satellites have just flown over the reconfiguration points

so that they have to wait for the next alignment of GOM and ROM equator crossings. When

ARAAN is 600, the minimum traverse angle is 120 in Figure 5-1(a). If the plane interval

changes to 680, however, the minimum traverse angle (Acpmin) will be reduced to 40.

Therefore, the best-positioned satellite (Acpmin=40) in the modified Walker pattern can access

the target faster than one (Acp.n= 120) in the normal Walker pattern.

30 1
RGT

/ NRGT

-A3 24deg Ap = 12deg

-30 0 60 120 180 240 300 360
Longitude (deg)

(a) ARAAN=60 0 (Normal Walker)

30
RGT

O NRGT
0 I

- A 24deg Ap = Odeg Ao= 16deg AT 12deg Aq 1=8deg A~p 4deg
-30 2

-30 0 60 120 180 240 300 360
Longitude (deg)

(b) ARAAN=68 0 (Modified Walker)

Figure 5-1: Alignment of GOM and ROM Ground Tracks for Reconfiguration.
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Of course, there comes a price to pay. Even though this is not the case here, the worst-

conditioned satellite in a modified normal Walker pattern may access the target later than its

counterpart in the normal Walker pattern for other combinations of the RGT ratio and the

number of planes. Also, the distribution of orbit planes is skewed in the modified pattern,

which could impact the GOM coverage for some regions.

Figure 5-2 illustrates the relationship between ARAAN and the geo-spatially averaged

traverse angle of a ReCon with 6 orbit planes and an RGT ratio of 15/1. It can be observed

that the traverse angle of the best-positioned satellite is minimized when ARAAN=68'. On

the other hand, the traverse angle of the worst-positioned satellite has a local minimum at

ARAAN=60 0 , which is identical to the normal Walker pattern. It is clear in the plot that the

traverse angles of the best-conditioned satellite and the worst-conditioned satellite behave

oppositely.

25
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Figure 5-2: Geo-spatially Averaged Traverse Angle according to
RAAN Interval between Orbit Planes (r =15/1, 6 orbit planes)

The ReCon configuration in Table 5.1 was used to compare the performance of the normal

Walker pattern and modified Walker patterns. This configuration is one of the design points

on the Pareto front obtained by the adaptive weighted sum (AWS) method. There can be at

large two approaches in modifying the normal Walker pattern: one for minimizing the

reconfiguration time of the best-conditioned satellite (individual-oriented) and the other for

minimizing the reconfiguration time of the worst-conditioned satellite (constellation-

oriented). As can be seen in Table 5.2, modifying a normal Walker pattern by changing
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ARAAN does not affect the GOM coverage and the ROM revisit time in this case. Although

this is promising in reducing reconfiguration time, more investigation is required to verify

whether this can be generalized for other ReCon configurations and target locations.

Table 5.1: Sample ReCon Configuration (from AWS)

Design Variable Value

RGT ratio (altitude) 31/2 (450km)
Altitude difference 55.48km

Number of orbit planes 3
Number of sats per plane 2

Field of regard 44.000

Table 5.2: Modified Walker Pattern Results

Nornal Worst-positioned Best-positioned
Walker Minimized Minnimized

ARAAN 120.00 116.10 123.80
Traverse angle of the worst- 17.440 11.49" 19.340

positioned satellite

Traverse angle of the best- 5.690 11.370 3.850
positioned satellite

Reconfiguration time 3.98 days 2.62 days 4.44 days
of the worst-positioned satellite

Reconfiguration time 1.30 days 2.59 days 0.88 days
of the best-positioned satellite

GOM coverage 0.7822% 0.7822% 0.7822%

ROM revisit time 5513s 5513s 5511s

5.2 Sun-synchronous Orbit

The ReCon considered so far had an orbit that is not Sun-synchronous. The characteristics of

a Sun-synchronous orbit were discussed in Chapter 2, and are summarized below in relation

to the mission requirements.

A Sun-synchronous orbit (SSO) provides uniform data of a specific location under

consistent lighting conditions. However, it restricts the time of data collection, as

can be seen in the "noon/midnight" orbit or the "dawn/twilight" orbit. If a

phenomenon of interest occurs in the early morning and late in the afternoon
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(patterns in coastal fog banks), it will be difficult to obtain enough data from Sun-

synchronous satellites only. Many traditional Earth-observation platforms utilize

this type of orbit.

A non-Sun-synchronous orbit is used when a variety of illumination conditions are

required for the purpose of Earth observation missions. The International Space

Station (ISS) is in an orbit that is not Sun-synchronous, whose onboard observation

equipment includes: window observational research facility, ISS agricultural

camera, hyper-spectral imager for coastal oceans, and SERVIR environmental

research and visualization system [79].

Sun-synchronous orbits have been popular in remote sensing satellites equipped with

passive sensors that rely on illumination of the Sun. In fact, the orbits of some Earth-

observation satellites combine the Sun-synchronous orbit and the repeating ground track orbit

to generate a Sun-synchronous repeating ground track (SSRGT).

" A Sun-synchronous orbit crosses the equator (or any specific latitude) at the same

local "solar" mean time.

" A repeating ground track orbit passes a certain location (or any combination of

longitude and latitude) on the Earth at the same "nodal" time.

Therefore, an SSRGT is an orbit such that its node migrates at the same angular rate as the

Earth's spin rate around the Sun (WES). The derivation of SSRGT orbital elements is

provided in Appendix D. A sample of possible circular SSRGT designs is plotted in Figure 5-

3, where the altitude (radius minus the Earth radius) is a function of the ratio of the repeat

cycle to the number of satellite periods (RGT ratio); Figure 5-4 is the 3-D plot with the

inclination also included. In Figure 5-4, the points that correspond to circular SSRGTs form a

subset of a curved surface, which represents the whole design space of general sun-

synchronous orbits with the altitude now equal to the semi-major axis minus Earth radius.
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Let us revisit Equation (2.18) for a general SSO to obtain insights about Sun-synchronous

ReCon.

3 3R'J 2 ,1JE
S= cos(i) = o>ES (5.1)

2a2(1-e 2 ) 2

From the equation above, the following observations can be made:

0-1. WES is a positive value, so inclination (i) must be greater than 900 to make its

cosine negative and neutralize the minus sign on the left-hand side.

0-2. For a circular orbit (e=0), the semi-major axis (or radius) of an SSO is a single-

variable function of inclination.

0-3. For an elliptical orbit (e#O), the semi-major axis of an SSO is a function of

inclination, and eccentricity. Compared to its circular counterpart in the same

inclination the semi-major axis of an elliptical SSO always has a greater semi-

major axis because 1 - e2 < 0.

Consider a Sun-synchronous ReCon whose ROM has a circular SSO, that is, a circular

SSRGT orbit. The elliptical SSRGT for ROM is beyond the scope of this thesis because its

altitude becomes well above LEO if we want to prevent the perigee drift by setting the orbit

inclination to a critical angle of 116.6'. From the observations earlier, there are three possible

choices for GOM when ROM has a circular SSRGT orbit:

C-1. Circular, non-Sun-synchronous orbit.

C-2. Circular, Sun-synchronous orbit with different inclination.

C-3. Non-circular (elliptical), Sun-synchronous orbit.

From 0-2, there can be only a single value of altitude for a circular SSO. Therefore, if

ROM already occupies that altitude, GOM cannot be both circular and sun-synchronous at

the same time. This means that GOM has to give up either its Sun-synchronous characteristic

(C-1) or its circular shape (C-3); when the GOM orbit is elliptical (C-3), its semi-major axis
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must be greater than the GOM orbit radius due to 0-3. Alternatively, the inclination can be

changed (C-2), but this option is fuel-expensive. To recapitulate, a satellite in a circular

SSRGT orbit in ROM cannot transfer to another circular Sun-synchronous orbit in GOM

within the same orbit inclination.

In this case study, the first option is considered because the astrodynamics module cannot

set up elliptical orbits using the Walker pattern generator in STK. The ROM orbit is assumed

to be an SSRGT orbit with an RGT ratio of 29/2 and an inclination of 98.270, which is the

similar inclination value with those of the Earth observation constellations in Table 2.5.

Using the simulated annealing (SA) method for single-objective optimization (SOO) with the

fitness function in Equation (4.2), the following configuration and performance were

obtained.

Table 5.3: Sun-synchronous ReCon Summary

Design Variables & IneramteFigures of Merit&Intermediate variables:
Inclination 98.27~RGT ratio 29/2 (Altitude) (720km) GOM Coverage 4.71%

Altitude ROM
Dirne -19.9km Lifetime 5 years R. .m 1173sDifference Revisit Time

Orbit Planes 5 # Reconfigurations 10 Reconfiguration 13.6
Time days

# Satellites 3 Ground Sample 1m Constellation 41796kg
Per Plane Distance Mass
Field of 4140 Aperture Diameter 1.52m Satellite Mass 2786kg
Regard 41.4 ApertureDiameter 1.52m SatelitMas_ 286k

This configuration has a total of 15 satellites, 3 satellites each in 5 orbit planes. The

satellites are located at the RGT altitude of 720km in ROM and at the Walker altitude of

740km in GOM and (=720-(-20)) in GOM. To provide a im GSD with a FOV of 41.40, the

aperture diameter should be x m, resulting in a single satellite mass of 2786kg. The GOM

coverage is 4.7% of the GOM period, the ROM revisit time is about 20 minutes, and the

reconfiguration time is slightly less than two weeks. This reconfiguration time does not

provide high responsiveness, but the design parameters can be tuned to improve the

responsiveness. Also, the reconfiguration time of two weeks is still reasonable for observing

natural phenomena (e.g. hurricanes in different parts of the world) that happen on a seasonal

basis.
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5.3 Small Satellite Implementations

"Small satellites," or "miniaturized satellites," refer to artificial satellites with small

dimensions and low weights, usually fewer than 500 kilograms (1100 pounds) [80]. Small

satellites can be categorized into minisatellites, microsatellites, nanosatellites, picosatellites,

femtosatellites, and molecularsatellites, as illustrated in Figure 5-5 [80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85,

86]. Small satellites have been a very active area of research - in particular, the CubeSat

standard (l-4 kilograms) developed by California Polytechnic State University and Stanford

University is widely used as a test bed as well as for educational purposes [87].

Wet Mass (kg)

10
Minisatellites (100-500 kg)

2 Microsatellites (10-100 kg)-10

Parasol

Nanosatellites (1-10 kg) -
Astrid-2

ExoplanetSat 10 Picosatellites (0.1-1 kg)

Femtosatellites(< 0.1 kg) - 1 Swiss Cube
__-a Swss Cub

PocketQub 10'k Molecularsatellites (10-6 -10 2kg)

Figure 5-5: Classification of Small Satellites [80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86]

Small satellites can reduce the developing cost and manufacturing cost by utilizing

commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) components instead of space-rated components.

Furthermore, launch cost can also be reduced if they are launched as secondary payloads. In

this ReCon study, we want to minimize mass but also retain the propulsion capability at the

same time, so our target is the lower region of minisatellites, whose maximum weight is

approximately 182 kilograms (400 pounds), which is compatible with the EELV secondary

payload adapter (ESPA) ring [88].

To minimize the satellite (constellation) mass, the adaptive weighted sum (AWS) method

was used. In the fitness functions, the weightings for the performance and the system mass
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were set to be zero and unity, respectively, to obtain an anchor point that minimizes the

constellation mass. The ground sample distance (GSD) was also increased to 3m, which is

still an acceptable resolution for commercial Earth observation satellites [89]. The genetic

algorithm was used to generate a ReCon design with the lowest mass, which was then tuned

to improve the performance. The optimization results of a ReCon with small satellites are

provided below.

Table 5.4: Small Satellite ReCon Summary

Design Varaables Figures of Merit

Inclination 600
RGT ratio 31/2 (Altitude) (350km) GOM Coverage 0.0057%

Altitude ROM
Dirne -30.0km Lifetime 5 years R.s . 34548sDifference Revisit Time

Orbit Planes 2 Reconfigurations 10 Reconfiguration 6.78
Time days

# Satellites 1 Ground Sample 3m Constellation 357kgPer Plane Distance Mass
Field of 10.00 Aperture Diameter 0.136m Satellite Mass 178kg
Regard 10.0 ApertureDiameter 0.136m SatelliteMass 178kg

This configuration has two satellites, which is the lower boundary in design space. The

RGT altitude in ROM also hits the lower boundary of 353km, and the Walker altitude in

GOM is 383km (=353-(-30)). To provide a 3m GSD with a FOV of 10', the aperture

diameter and the single satellite mass should be 0.136m and 178kg, respectively, which are

compatible with the dimensions and mass standards of the ESPA ring. The GOM coverage is

0.006% of the GOM period, the ROM revisit time is less than 10 hours. The reconfiguration

is about a week.

5.4 Chapter Summary

This chapter explored the ReCon applications that meet specific mission requirements for

Earth observations. First, one of the non-dominated ReCon designs obtained in multi-

objective optimization was post-processed to further reduce the reconfiguration time by

modifying the normal Walker pattern. Other two cases applied additional constraints, Sun-
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synchronous orbits and the mass budget of small satellites, respectively. All these cases

turned out to be feasible within the new ReCon framework, but further experimentation is

needed to further validate and fine-tune the design solutions.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

This thesis has described the three-staged development cycle of a ReCon design

framework: modeling, optimization, and applications. Through this effort, characteristics of

optimal ReCon configurations could be identified. Feasibility of the ReCon under distinct

mission scenarios has also demonstrated the flexibility and scalability of the ReCon

framework. Each step of the ReCon framework development is revisited in this chapter to

present the summary of findings made throughout this thesis and recommendations for future

work.

6.1 Summary of Findings

This section summarizes the findings contributed by this thesis with respect to each stage of

the ReCon development cycle.

6.1.1 Findings from ReCon Modeling

F-1 RGT Altitude - the repeating ground track (RGT) ratio and orbit inclination

determine the RGT altitude; for a given RGT ratio, the RGT altitude increases as

the orbit inclination increases under J2 perturbations.

F-2 Satellite Subsystem Mass vs. Optics Dimensions - the optical payload mass has a

slightly super-linear (exponent between 1.3 and 1.4) correlation with the optical

aperture diameter. The non-payload bus mass has a nearly linear (exponent close to

1) correlation with the optical aperture diameter.
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F-3 Reconfiguration Time - Reconfiguration time from GOM to ROM depends on the

altitude of a baseline Walker constellation, the altitude difference, and the number

of orbit planes.

6.1.2 Findings from ReCon Optimization

F-4 Optimization Technique Performance - gradient-based optimization techniques

work poorly for the ReCon problem due to discrete variables, nonlinearity, and

non-convexity. Heuristics are better suited for the ReCon problem in both single-

objective optimization (SOO) and multi-objective optimization (MOO). In

particular, a genetic algorithm produces a highly-optimal solution for the ReCon

problem, but requires considerable amount of computation time. Simulated

annealing produces a slightly less optimal solution, but requires much less

computation time. Most of the computation time is spent in calculating the

coverage and revisit time in Satellite Tool Kit (STK).

F-5 Tuning Penalties for Constraint Violations - in simulated annealing, using

greater penalties (higher gains) on constraint violations helps to reach a more

optimal solution faster. This tendency is not true for a genetic algorithm, however,

where the optimality of solution is decreased when the penalty gain was either too

high or too low.

F-6 Optimal ReCon Configuration in SOO - the optimal ReCon configuration

obtained from SOO has a 450km Walker altitude in GOM and a 505km RGT

altitude in ROM (RGT ratio of 15/1 with an altitude difference of -55km) given an

inclination of 600. A total of 10 satellites are distributed in 5 orbit planes, 2

satellites per each plane, and the field of regard (FoR) is 40'.

F-7 Optimal ReCon Configuration in MOO - along the Pareto front, the RGT altitude

is 353km in the low-performance region (RGT ratio of 31/2) and gradually

increases to 838km (RGT ratio 14/1) in the high-performance region. The number

of satellites also rapidly increases, but the optimal configuration near the "knee"

point has 3 satellites in 4 orbit planes, which has about the same number of

satellites as in SOO. The RGT ratio has the greatest effects on both the

constellation mass and the performance.
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6.1.3 Findings from ReCon Case Studies

F-8 Modified Walker Pattern - redistributing the nodes of orbit planes over the range

other than 3600 can significantly reduce the reconfiguration time without

significantly compromising the GOM coverage duration and ROM revisit time in

some cases.

F-9 Sun-synchronous RGT - when the ROM orbit has a Sun-synchronous repeating

ground track (SSRGT), additional constraints are imposed on the GOM.

- A satellite in a circular SSRGT orbit cannot transfer to another circular Sun-

synchronous orbit in GOM within the same orbit inclination. There are three

choices for the GOM configuration:

(1) Circular, non-Sun-synchronous orbit

(2) Circular, Sun-synchronous orbit with different inclination

(3) Non-circular (elliptical), Sun-synchronous orbit

- If the GOM orbit is elliptical and Sun-synchronous, the altitude difference can

only be positive due to physical constraints.

F-10 Small Satellite Implementations - It is feasible to implement a ReCon with small

satellites. In particular, the satellite mass can be decreased as low as 180kg,

compatible with ESPA rings, when the ground resolution requirement is relaxed to

3m.

6.2 Recommendations for Future Work

In this section, recommendations are made with respect to each stage of the ReCon

development cycle based on the findings obtained earlier.

6.2.1 Recommendations for ReCon Modeling

R-1 Multi-fidelity Model Integration (From F-4) - Develop a medium-fidelity

reduced model to replace STK in calculating the constellation performance for

multi-fidelity optimization, where the medium-fidelity is continuously run in
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MATLAB and the high-fidelity model is run in STK periodically to reduce

computation time.

R-2 Expansion of Deign Space (From F-1, F-2, and F-3) - Expand the capabilities of

the current ReCon framework to explore:

- A wider range of RGT ratios covering more repeat cycles

- More orbit options including elliptical orbits or high altitudes (MEO or beyond)

- Multi-layered constellations with differing satellite designs in each layer

- High-impulse propellants such as bipropellant or electric propulsion

- More maneuvering options such as a direct transfer or bi-elliptic transfer

- Other types of sensors such as microwave radiometer or synthetic aperture

radar (SAR)

In particular, the Flower Constellations notation could be promising to

formulate generalized constellations with elliptic orbits or/and non-uniform phases.

6.2.2 Recommendations for ReCon Optimization

R-3 Fitness Function (From F-6) - consult experts in the field regarding which figures

of merit shall be included and what should be the scaling factors and weighting

factors for each.

R-4 Stated Deployment Strategy (From F-7) - devise a method to locate optimal

staged deployment paths in objective space.

6.2.3 Recommendations for ReCon Case Studies

R-5 Modified Walker Pattern (From F-8) - explore more in depth the possible

impacts of the skewed node arrangement on the coverage duration and revisit time,

while expanding the design space to heterogeneous node intervals.
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R-6 Sun-synchronous Constellation (From F-9) - consider reconfiguration to a

circular Sun-synchronous orbit in different inclinations or an elliptical Sun-

synchronous orbits in the same inclination.

R-7 Further Applications - explore more case studies which include:

- Co-optimization of space-based assets (satellites) and air-based assets (UAVs)

- Placement of on-orbit fuel depots

- Space debris mitigation

- Planetary observation missions or interplanetary communication relays
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Appendix A

Project Team Members

This project initiated as a non-funded research in November 2010 and was further developed

during the Multidisciplinary System Optimization class (16.888/ESD77) at MIT in 2012

spring. The team members and the mentor are listed below.

de Weck, Olivier L. Mentor Associate Professor MIT
Legge, Robert S. Team Member Research Assistant MIT
Paek, Sung Wook Team Member Research Assistant MIT
Smith, Matthew W. Team Member Research Assistant MIT
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Appendix B

Reconfiguration Time Calculation

Source Code

clc, clear, close all
numPlanes = 6; the number of orbit planes
j=O; k=O;

t=(360/numPlanes-40):.1:(360/numPlanes+40);
RAAN spacing [deg] between adjacent orbit planes
Consider only the vicinity of 360/numPlanes + or - alpha
to prevent the constellation from being skewed too much

ev = 0:.1:359; % the longitude of the target of interest [deg]

tau = 15.5; RGT ratio
for event=ev Loop1 For every possible target location

k = k+1;

j = 0;
for dist = t % Loop2: For every possible RAAN interval

j=j+1;
total = 0;

max = 0;
min = 360/tau;
for i=0:(numPlanes-1) Loop3: For each orbit plane

traverse = mod(event-dist*i,360/tau);
% Calculate traverse angle (lambda) from GOM to ROM

if traverse==0
traverse = 360/tau-traverse;

end
% If traverse angle is zero, we assume the worst case.

(the satellite in that plane have just missed the
reconfiguration opportunity, so it must wait for
the next alignment.
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total = total + traverse;

if traverse>max

max = traverse
end

if traverse<min && traverse>O

min = traverse;

end
% Update total, maximum, and minimum traverse angles

End % Loop3

outtotal(j,k)=total;
outmax(j,k)=max;
outmin(j,k)=min;
% Store in numPlane / targetLocation matrix

End % Loop2
End % Loop1

for i=l:length(t)
outl(i)=mean(outmin(i,:));
out2 (i)=mean(outmax(i,:));

end
Average over target longitudes
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Appendix C

Non-dominated Sorting Genetic

Algorithm-II Formulas

Crowding Distance Assignment

The crowding distance is assigned to each individual after the non-dominated sort is

complete. The crowding distance is only meaningful when compared amongst individuals in

the same front (rank), so this process is conducted front-wise.

- Step 1: Initialize the crowding distance of all individuals (dj) in each front (Fi), to be

zero.

Fi(dj) = 0 (C.1)

- Step 2: Sort the individuals in front Fi for each objective functionfm to obtain a sorted

set I.

I = sort(Fi, fm) (C.2)

- Step 3: Assign an infinite distance to boundary values for each individual in the front

Fi .

I(d1) = oo (C.3)

- Step 4: Update the distance for] = 2 to n-1, where n is the number of individuals in

the front F. In the equation below, I(j).m is the value of the mth objective function of

the th individual in L
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I(dj) = I(dj) + j+1).m-(-).m (C)
rax-frmin (A

Simulated Binary Crossover (SBX)

SBX simulates the binary crossover in nature with continuous variables. Two selected

parents, p, and P2, produce two children, ci and c2 , whose k-th variables are related by:

C1,k = [(1 - 3 k)P1,k + (1 + flk)P2,k]

C2,k = 1[(1 + flk)Pi,k + (1 - flk)P2,k] (C.5)
2

where fl is obtained from a uniformly sampled random number, u, between 0 and 1, and the

crossover distribution index, r.

#l(u) = (2u)nc+1, if u < 0.5

/l(u) = 1 1 , ifu 0.5 (C.6)
[2(1-u)]n~c+1

Polynomial Mutation

The polynomial mutation is governed by the following equation:

ca- g (U - p1A (C.7)Ck =Pk +(Pk PkS C

where Ck is the child, Pk is the parent with an upper bound pu and a lower bound pi, and 6 k

is a small variation calculated as follows from a uniformly sampled random number, rk,

between 0 and 1, and the mutation distribution index, rm.
1

6k= ( 2 rk)nm+ - 1, if rk < 0.5

1
6k~ = 1 - [2(1 - rc)1,m+1, if rc 0.5 (C. 8)
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Appendix D

Derivation of Sun-synchronous

Repeating Ground Track Orbits

Letting the nodal precession rate from Equation (2.18) equal to the Earth's rotation rate

around the Sun, or WES= 3 6 00 365.2422day = 0.98560/day,

=-3REJ 2 fjTE
-7 CoS(i) = WES

2a2(1-e
2 ) 2

(D.1)

which can be expressed with respect to the cosine term as:

7 22
Cs 2WEsa2(1-e2)

2

cos(i) = ~ 3RIcJ2o/t-ES
(D.2)

After substituting Equation (D.2) into each variable in Equation (2.13) and substituting the

variables again into Equation (2.14),

f (a) E + 3 J2 R E,I7~ (4 a COES +~ 3]JR~ (1-E20 a E~

U 4 2a/ E~
- i) - WET + WEST

if a circular orbit is assumed (e = 0). Differentiating the equation above,

18J2 R yEa 2 +112a7
US+63J R 4E

12J 2 RE tAEa 9
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Thus, the semi-major axis of a circular SSRGT (a) can be calculated via the Newton-

Raphson method once the RGT ratio (r) is given, from which the orbit inclination can be also

calculated. For a more general case when the orbit is no longer circular (non-zero

eccentricity), the function and its derivative are given in Equations (D.5) and (D.6).

f (a) E + 3 J2 RE2, (4 a7
3 aES(1-e 24 3 J2 R E 20 a

7
ES(1-e

2 4  1) (D.5)
as 4 a(-2) (3 2 REyE 4 2af1-2)2 9 2 REAE

3 pE 21 J2 R (4 a7 s(1-e 2) 4  21 J2 REfyj 20 a 7
ES(-e

2 )4- 1
2 as 8 a (1e-2) 3 AJRyE 8 a (1-e 2 ) 9E )

5
7(1-e 2 )2CES a 5  

35(1-e 2) 2 sE (a

J2R2yE gE + 3J2RE (D.6)
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